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Punjabi Sikhs are the largest immigrant community in the City of Surrey.
Providing culturally responsive mental wellnesdheaith services for the Punjabi Sikh
community is the focus of this study. In order to document the nature of mental wellness
issues, as these are understood by members of this community, four service providers
and twenty recent immigrant community members were intewiewed.

Theories regarding processes of resettlement and adjustment to a new language
and culture framed this investigation. Concumntly, a critical perspective on mainsîream
service provision is also an intrinsic part of the framework for this study. Specific issues
related to accessing mainstream health sentices for minority communities are considered.
The research questions that guided this analysis were: What mental wellness/heaith
concems are prevaient for members of the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community? in what
ways does the process of resettling and adjusting to life in Canada contribute to changes
in mental wellness/health? When members of the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community
encounter mental wellnessBiealth distress, which support services are accessed and what
are the reasons given?
The hdings of this investigation are that immigrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry
identify a wide range of social, cultural and economic issues in the process of adjusting
to life in Canada. As well the social configuration of the Punjabi family, health and
occupational practices, as these are re-stnictured by mainstrearn society, have
implications for pattems of weliness. Changes in pattems of sociability, employment,
gender relations and relations between the generations were seen as part of the new social
system within which cultural beliefs and practices in health must operate. Difficulty in

ui

accessing familiar and mainstream mental wellnesdhealth supports could also deepen the
stress of settlement. In extreme cases stress might lead to substance abuse, domestic
violence, intergenerational confiicts and possibly mental illness.
This research has important implications for the provision of culturally responsive
services by mental health centres, hospitals and multicultural immigrant servicing
agencies. The dominant biomedical mode1 in the Canadian health care system oRen
ignores the farniliar mental wellnessfiealth support available and utilised in the

community. This research suggests that it is critical to acknowledge these support
systems as part of mental wellnesshealth assessrnent and plans for individual, family and
community care.
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Introducüon

Diversity in Canada
The ethno-cultural/racial profile of the Canadian population has dramatically
changed in the last two decades. increases in the number of immigrants of non-European
origin and in the total immigrant population are two factow of major significance in
considenng issues of service provision for immigrant minorities' mental well being.
Through much of the early twentieth century, the United Kingdom, the United States and
Europe, were the main sources of immigrants to Canada. in recent years, however, this
trend has changed, with increasing numbers immigrating to Canada fiom Asia and the
Middle East, Africa, Central and South America. Hong Kong, the People's Republic of
China, india, the Philippines and Sn Lanka headed the Iist for ment immigrants.

in 1996, just over one million persons in Canada (1, 039,000) were immigrants
who arrived between 1991 and 1996. The Asian-bom accounted for more than half
(57%) of these recent arrivais, up fiom 33% of immigrants who carne in the 1970s, 12%

of those who arrived in the 1960s; only 3% of those who arrived before 1961 (Statistics
Canada, 1996).

Mental health of migrants: Status of service provision
in Canada, the publication in 1988 of the Task Force on Mental Health Issues
Affecting immigrants and Refugees, identified the under-utilisation of forma1 mental
health services by immigtants as a major concem. Services provided by hospitals,

mental health centres, health units and other mainstream wellnessJhealth services were al1
seen as under-utilised. The report concluded that, "...[minority] ethnic groups in Canada
avoid the mental health system because they feel that barriers impeding access to

appropriate services are often insurmountable" (23). Even if immigrants sometimes
succeed in overcoming barriers, "...the treatment they receive is inappropriate or
inefféctive. These feelings are not confined to small communities or ment arrivais.

Large cultwal p u p s who bave been in Canada for generations also feel disenfranchised

h m care"(24).
The Task Force also recommended that it is not feasible to create "parallei"
mental health services for each language and cultural group in Canada. It was M e r
recommended that institutions of higher learning identify cross-cultural education as a
priority, particularly for students of education, medicine, nwsing, psychiatry, psychology
and social work. Such training was seen as a tool for integrating consideration of
immigrant needs into mainstream institutions.
Some mental health professionals working in mainstream agencies in the Greater
Vancouver Regional District have also expressed a desire to bridge barriers so that they
may provide accessible and culturaily acceptable mental health care for the various

multilinguaUmulticultural communities (Popatia, 1994; Waxler-Momson, 1990; Task
Force, 1988). Each of these points assumes the predomhance of mainstream institutions
as the central service provider. It is likely that in the near future mainstream agencies
and immigrant servicing organisations that liaise wiih these agencies will continue to

follow this mainstream, biomedical model.

In this context, the present research

acknowledges the current priority accorded the biomedical model. However the research
also explores the structural impediment to well being constructed by this model and asks
the reader to consider complementary, pluralist perspectives.
South AsiadPuajabi Südi Community Profile

For over a century, migrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry have integrated themselves
as members of Canadian communities. Despite their long-standing historical place in
2

Canadian society, in the 1980's and 1990's large numbers were bom outside of and
immigrated to Canada.
The South Asian community, the second largest foreign-bom population in the
Greater Vancouver Regional District, has been identified in underutilization of formal
mental health services (Peters, 1987; Culture and Heaith 2000, 1996; Popatia, 1994,
1995). South Asians are people whose ethnic ongin can be traced to the subcontinent of
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sn Lanka, or Nepal. People of South Asian descent may
also be From Fiji, parts of Africa and çome Caribbean islands.
The Punjabi Sikh immigrant members of the South Asian community living in

the City of Surrey will be the particular focus of this nsearch for two main reasons.
First, the Punjabi Sikh community is the largest single ethnic and language group within
the South Asian population. Second, in the last ten years, the City of Surrey's major
population growth has been a result of immigrant populations, and the largest immigrant
population is Punjabi Sikh South Asians (see Appendix I for demographic data).
Located in the lower mainland of British Columbia, the city of Surrey is part of
the Greater Vancouver Regional District. It was difficult to get an accurate number of
recent immigrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry in the city of Surrey, however the following
was clear: demographicaily, the City of Surrey has a large recent immigrant population.

More than half of recent immigrants coming h m India to the GVRD,chose Surrey to
reside in. More than half of these recent immigrants without English language ability
speak Punjabi (Statistics Canada, 1996; City of Surrey, 1999; British Columbia, 1999).
Majonties of Punjabi Sikhs, have corne under the family class immigration process.
Mental Wellness Issues Associated with Migration

Migration for any reason and within any context can be a source of major stress
(Mental Health Task Force, 1988; Sandhu, 1996). Concems swrounding immigrant
3

access to formal mental health services are o f h seen to be influenced by language and
culture (Popatia, 1994).

Structural issues such as political status and historical

experiences are also significant considerations (Anderson and Kirkharn, 1998; Ng, 1993).
The data collected in this study will be considered fiom both a cultural and a structural
perspective.
According to Grant & Rai (2000), the process of immigration may create a new
social, spiritual and economic cultural environment for recent immigrants. The Punjabi

Sikh immigrant comrnunity has experiences which make hem different from the Punjabi
Sikh community bom and r a i d in Canada; and different from the Punjabi Sikh
comrnunity continuously resident in india. For some Punjabi Sikh immigrants, feelings
of alienation, loneliness and helplessness are overwhelming. One of the ways that health
professionals may be able to deliver mental wellnesshealth support services is by
understanding the immigrant experience in adapting to a new culture and to a new
language. This thesis also gives consideration to support that might occur outside of the
structures of mainstrearn agencies.
Focus of the Study: Punjabi Sikhs, mental wellness, and issues 01 settlement

This study focuses on effects on mental wellness/health in the process of settling
and adjusting to life in Canada. In particular, inquires are made into how selected
rnembers of the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community in Surrey, British Columbia,
perceive that they are affected by this process. The definition of mental wellnesslhealth
was established by reference to the Task Force on immigrant mental health and the
World Health Organisation and through interviews with selected Punjabi Sikh
community members and service providers. Health is d e h e d as a state of relative
physical, psychological and social well being of the individuai and the family (World
Health Organisation). To the extent that people feel happy, have a sense that they are
4

valued, productive members of the farnily and society, they are mentally welUhealthy
(Mental Health Task Force, 1988).
Documenting the support systems accessed by Punjabi Sikh immigrant
cornmunities when mental wellness/health distress is encountered and in which format
the forma1 mental wellness/healtb system is being used; may help us to understand
barriers encountered by individuah seeking formal services.
The questions posed in this research are: What mental welIness/health concems

are prevalent within the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community? Are changes in mental
wellness/health influenced by the process of settling and adjusting to life in Canada?
What are these changes? When members of the Punjabi Sikh Immigrant community
encounter mental wellness/health distress, which support services are accessed and what
are the reasons given? In what ways are differences in culture and societal structural
barriers respectively implicated in settlement.

Assumptions and Limitations
Buchignani (1985) observes that South Asians exhibit a p a t e r degree of cultural,
linguistic and religious diversity than any other census designated population group in
Canada. An assurnption central to this thesis is that the South Asian community's
cultural heterogeneity with respect to regionicountry of origin, langage, and religion are
various factors that are implicated in the migrant resettlement process. Stnictural factors
irnplicated in migrant resettlement such as socio-economic, political history, age and
gender will be of particular interest in the considerations of this thesis. For example, an
elderly Punjabi Sikh speaking woman arriving fiom a mal1 village would settIe and
adjust to life in Canada quite differently than a university graduate British-Hindi-English
speaking woman arriving hem a large urban centre such as London. Due to time
limitations and recognition of significance of the above listed resettlement factors, it was
5

important to focus the investigation on a relatively discrete ethno-culturai
linguistic/religious sub set of the South Asian community, and the Punjabi Sikh
community is the most numerous in British Columbia
Another assumption central to this thesis is that most recent Punjabi Sikh
immigrants chose freely to corne to Canada through the family re-unification
immigration policy. in addition to joining fmily members they are also seeking, for the
most part, to improve their economic circumstances. These structural features are also
implicated in the issues of mental well being.
As a result of limitation of time and resources, this investigation focuses only on
a small group of selected members of Surrey's Punjabi Sikh immigrant community.
With the assessrnent focusing on a small number of community members, it is dificult to
generalise about al1 the immigration issues pertinent to either the Punjabi Sikh immigrant
community or to other members of the South Asian community. Despite the limitations,
this investigation will still provide needed insights into mental wellness/health of the
second largest immigrant group in British Columbia and the Greater Vancouver area.

Ovewiew of the Chapters
Chapter one explores the issues related to accessing health services for the

multiculturaVmultilingual communities.

An overview of national, provincial, and

regional reports demonstrates that these jurisdictions are concemed about cultural and
structural factors which limit immigrant access to mainstream health services. These
reports do not give much attention to care alternatives outside of the mainsiream
structures.

Community based research on South Asian access to mainstream health

services is also presented. The design and irnplementation of one strategy designateci as
culturally responsive, the mental health liaison program, is identified and described.

Chapter two provides a literahtte review on theories of resettlement and
adjustment for migrants. Discussed are multiculhrral health care in Canada, factors that
influence health of immigrants, migration process and phases of adjustment and
resettlement; and structural circumstances particular to the South Asian immigrant
community.
Chapter three presents a profile of the Punjabi Sikh community by providing a
historical and background overview.

Chapter four discusses qualitative research

methodology and outlines the methodology used in the study. The section on the
mearcher's position and location is presented to specify how the perspective of the
cesearcher may iduence the interpretation of data.
Chapter five provides a brief background and demographic overview of both the
service providers and the selected Punjabi Sikh community participants. Data fiom the
interviews is presented, analysed and interpreted. Gender and age comparisons of the
participants are made when ever possible.
Chapter six discusses the implications of the iindings. In particular two main
types of data are considered: 1) data relating to different culturally based meaning
systems between the Punjabi Sikh community members and mainstrearn meanings
around health and wellness and 2) data relating to structural barriers to accessing care
systems of choice, either mainstream or complmentary/pluralisticsysterns. The chapter
concludes by outlining possible considedons and directions which could be taken by
mainstrearn mental health services and multicultural immigrant s e ~ c i n gagencies which
provide access to mental wellnesdhealth support systems and services for members of
the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community.

Chapter 1
Accessing Healtb Sentices for the Multiculturai/Multilingual Communities

While Canada's health care system oflm receives international recognition as one
of the best in the world it is also problematic in a variety of ways,

The underlying

principles of universality, comprehensiveness, accessibility, portability and public
administration, are assumed to be inclusive of diversity and supportive of social justice

(Masi, 1998). But despite visionary polices and specific legidation (The Charter of
Human Rights and Freedoms, Multiculturalism Act, Canada Health Act), there is
growing evidence of inequality, as identifid in govement reports and local community
assessments as specified below. There are clear signs of barriers to achieving the
commitments articulated above.
Overview of Barrien in Accessing CIealth Services

Accessing community wide health services for rninonty groups is documented as
very cornplex. In the last hventy years, Canadian research has indicated that white

Canada is home to an increasingly diverse number of multicultural and multiiingual
immigrant communities, not al1 have been equally served by our institutions and sentice
providers (Popatia 1994; Doyle and Visano 1987; Peters 1987; Sangha 1987; Sandhu

1996;Pendakur 1988;Masi, 1998,1986;Waxler-Morrison,Anderson, Richardson 1990;
Task Force on Mental Healtb 1988;Culture and Health 2000, 1996). The health services,
including "the mental health system, is confronteci with the dilemma of adapting the
clinical treatment approaches to the cultural reaIity of an ethnically diverse population"
(Sandhu, 1996). Mentai health services, for example, '%have tended to embrace the
mainstream, western culture, leaving the concerns of a significant portion of the

population largely unmet" (New Light, 1993, p. 2). This concem is not only about
8

openhg access to mainstream services but to encompassing complementary/pluralistic
culturally based health services and practices as well.

National, Provincial and Regional reports on Migrants Access to Health Services
A number of national (Canadian Task Force on Mental Health Issues Affecting

Immigrants and Refugees, 1988) provincial (British Columbia's provincial Ministry of
Health Policy Framework on Designated Population, 1995)' and regional (Culture and
Health 2000, 19%) studies indicate that for immigrants and their families, identifjing
and accessing services for mental health is a process which runs into many obstacles.
Local studies (Popatia, 1994; Peters, 1987; Sangha, 1987) highlighting the South Asian
community's access to community wide health services also had similar conclusions. The
barriers include lack of information provided by community-wide service agencies; lack
of linguistic capabilities by staff and immigrant communities; and cultural differences
between staff and ethnic minority clients.
These studies provide bases for reinforcing the recurring theme in this paper, that
minority language and cultural communities, such as the Punjabi Sikh community, are
not being adequately served by the forma1 mainstream health care systems. However in
using these studies as a guide to key issues in service delivery it is important to maintain
a critical stance. These studies can make a useful contribution to service provision by
mainstream and unmigrant servicing agencies liaising with the mainstream. But, since
they assume the centrality of these agencies and mainstream services they may obscure
possibilities for complementary/pluralistic models.

In addition to general barriers identified for immigrant communities, the Mental
Health Task Force attempted to identify migrant populations which experience high
levels of difficulty as a result of immigration. Persons, whose pre-migration experience
has been traumatic, women h m 'traditional cultures', adolescents and the elderly are
9

considered at high risk for experiencing difficulties during resettlement, The Mental
Health Task Force report also identifies immigrant females b m 'traditional cultures' as

being especidly vuberable.
This concm with women h m 'traditional cultures' illustrates the problematic
construction by the mainstream of females from a non-traditional source country as a
homogeneous powerless group often located as implicit victims of particular
socioeconomic systems (Mohanty, 1991). This mode of defining women primarily in
ternis of their object status is, according to non-Western feminists Parmar and Amos, a
way of exarnining "our cultural practices as 'feudal residues' [which] label us
'traditional', [and] also portray us as politically immature women who need to be versed
and schooled in the ethos of Western feminism. These [modes] need to be continually
challenged..." (Mohanty, 1991, p. 57). The concern over essentializing modes equally
needs to be brought to an examination of presuppositions that mainstream agencies may
bring to their work with clients of minority ancestry.

Community Reports on South Adan Access to Mainstream Services
Popatia (1994), Peters (1987), and Sangha (1987) have al1 indicated that rnany
South Asians are not being adequately served by mainstream community agencies.
Sangha (1987)' exarnining South Asian community access to services in South

Vancouver found that programs offered by community-wide services agencies in the area
"do not adequately reflect the changing composition of the population. None of these
organisations have specialised programs which meet the needs of these new groups and
their staff do not reflect the ethnic/racial composition of the area" (8).
A study conducted by the Greater Vancouver Mental Health SeMce Society

(G.V.M.H.S.S.) on the under-utiiization of mental health services by indo-Canadians in
Vancouver, suggests that access "is strongly affected by a lack of basic information*'
10

about the semices that are offered by the society (Peters, 1987). The same report States
that staff within the G.V.M.H.S.S.
need to be sensitive to the Indo-Canadian culture and

staE fluent in Punjabi and Hindi languages are needed. This indicates that cultural and
language differences between clients and workers are major barciers for indo-Canadian
access to the services of the G.V.M.H.S.S. Furthemore, Ron Peters (March, 1987) of
the G.V.M.H.S.S., in his examination of caseloads of the community mental health teams
showed "an under-representation of patients h m various minority groups" (2).
The Vancouver Cornmittee on Multiculhvalism and Mental Health Treatment and
Education (1989) reporteci multiculturaYlingual communities such as the South Asian
community, have strong negative attitudes toward mental disorders. indigenous views
that differ rnarkedly from Western views un the causes, course, and treatabilty of mental
health disorders contributed to the significant under-utilisation of community mental
health services. This theme became apparent in the interviews conducted in the present
research and will be articulated in chapter three in the profile of the Punjabi Sikh
community.
An assessment of the Vancouver Indo-Canadian (South Asian) community with a

specific focus on mental health needs and issues identified the need to hire multilingual

staff (Popatia, 1994). Communication and "attitudinal" barriers are identified as
significant but it is not clear whether these were perceived to be emanating fiom the
prospective clients or the service providers.
From the health care provider responses it is obvious that under utilisation of

services by the Indo-Canadian population is perceived to be a major problem, and
that this problem is primarily due to attitudinal [sic] and communication barriers.
The need to provide culturdy sensitive and appropriate care was strongly
expressed. It was the HCPs' (Health Care Providers) impression that one of the
II

ways of providing cufturally appropriate care would be to have more staff of the

same ethnocultural background (Popatia, 1994).
The Ciiiturally Responsive Strategy: Mental Health Liaison Counsellor

Since multicultural organisationai change strategies put into place in 1987, the
Greater Vancouver Mental Health Services (G.V.M.H.S.S.)
has undertaken a planning
process to improve its service delivery to members of enthnocultural comunities (New
Light, 1993). The Mental Health Liaison Counsellor program is one example of the
design and implementation of strategies considered culturally responsive, This program

is important to analyse as the b'tnultiplestrategies used by G.V.M.H.S.S. are identifieci as

usehl for community-wide service agencies that are asking to provide better client and
organisational access for ethnic minority groups" (New Light, 1993, p. 11).

Development and Implementation of the Mental Health Liaison Program
First, the agency began research, focusing on three under-represented
populations: Native Indians, South Asians and the Chinese (Peters, 1987). Second,

G.V.M.H.S.S.
established a standing inter-agency committee on multiculturalism and
mental health services. This committee was to review the needs of various ethnic groups
and develop recommendations. The ihird strategy used by G.V.M.H.S.S.
was that of a

Multicultural Consultative Service. A review of !ocal community needs was conducted
to develop a proposal for multicultural consultative service.

The Multicultural Mental Health Liaison Program, which began in 1991in
Vancouver, is one outcome of the multicultural organisational change planning process.
Perceived as successful, this program, in the fa11 of 1996, was establistied in the City of
Surrey, South Fraser Health Region. The objective of the program was to increase the
accessibiiity of community mental heaith services by sta£6ng one worker for each of the
target populations: South Asians (Indo-Pakistanis), Chinese, Latin Americans and
12

Southeast Asians. 1 will outline my involvement with this program in chapta four,
where 1describe my position and location in regard to this research project.
Ron Peters, Director of Policy Planning, Evaluation and Research, explains that
"the primary focus of the program is to emphasize indirect service, which includes
education and consultation servicesTT
(cited in New Light, 1993, p. 11). On the education
front, liaison program workers target their services at several groups; including the
ethnocultural communities, and immigrant service agency workers.

As weli as

education, mental health liaison counselors provided consultation services to clinical
staff at Greater Vancouver Mental Health Service (GVMHS), where they assist with
client assessrnent and treatment planning. Consultation is also provided to those working

in the community, such as immigrant service workers, who may be dealing with a client

with mental health concem.
The Multicultural Mental Health Liaison Program was intended to encourage
more understandhg and collaboration arnongst stakeholders (mainstream mental heaith
servicc providers and immigrant communities) of mainstream mental health services.
We have the ethnic general public, ethnic human service providers and clinicians
out there, and our hope is that this active interchange of information will help to
get rid of some misconceptions on both sides, and bring people together in a more
effective working relationslip. These strategies are evolutionary in nature, and
radicd changes are not anticipated over the short-term. Hopefully, however, their
on going nature will serve to keep the profile of these issues high within the
agency, and promote a climate conducive to steady, albeit gradual, improvement
(Peters cited in Pendakur, 1988, p. 40).
Critics of such programs recognize that having such a program can only fiIl the
gaps in the short run (Pendakur, 1988). These programs, while attractive to some
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linguistic and cultural characteristics of the client community do not address stnicîurai
barriers to accessing mainStream health care such race, class and gender, differences in
cultural definitions of health and wellness; nor complementary/pluralistic systems of
cultural wellness practice and available in Canada and abroad.

Each of these

considerations regarding structural, cultural and complementary issues will be addressed
in the theory, research and data presented in this study. Still an active effort to recruit
staff h m various ethnic minorities groups into mainstream health services can respond
to some of the concems regarding service provision, particularly when the mainstream
biomedical mode1 remains the nom. Noting the challenges and resistance of the
mainstream to hiring appropriately qualified individuals, an employment equity policy
which states ihat if "al1 qualifications are equal, preference will be given to candidates

with language capabilities," (Shearer cited in Pendakur, 1988, p. 40) is essential to
achieving this goal.
Summary

In the national, provincial and regional reports, and the local community
assessment studies presented in this chapter, mainstream agencies and health
professionais working within the mainstream health care services have documented
barriers identified in access to health services for ethnic minority groups.

The

recommendations consist of the need for multilingual staff hiring and affirmative action,
and translation of idonnation on programs. These reports also identify the jack of

immigrant knowledge and understanding of the mainstream forma1 health system,
immigrant and minority group lack of fluency and literacy in EngiishlFrench, cultural

differences between health care provider and clients, stigma around mental illness and,
fear of acknowledging mental illness, as salient concems. As a result of these barriers, it
is seen that health-servicing agencies do not reflect the multicultural population they
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serve and minority ethnie p u p members have difficulty accessing health services to

which they are entitled.
These initial findings and recommendatiuns h m îhe variety of studies

summarised in this chapter provide a picture of the serious impediments to delivery of
mainstream heaith services to immigrant communities. These findings also acknowledge
concwns about entitlements, fairness and equity but do not address fundamental
structural changes that might take place in the way health services are provided. Rather

they maintain a focus on how to adjust cwent systems by having multi-lingual
professionals and by translating materials so immigrants will have more information
about the services provided. With this pdicy and service provision background outlined,
this paper now focuses in chapter two on the theoretical literahire on immigrant

resettlement and adjustment, including concems about stnichiral inequities.

Cbapter EI

Literature Review: Cultural and Structural Analyses of Immigrant
Resettlement

This chapter outlines the key arguments in culturally and structurally oriented
theories of resettlement and adjustment and the perspectives they offer on mental
wellness/health of immigrants. Both sets of literature contributed to the formation of
interview questions in this study. In addition to the theoretical literature this chapter will
highlight selected research studies framed respectively by culturaVpsychologica1 and
structural theoretical perspectives. Both the cultural and structural orientations on
resettlement and adjustment of immigrants establish that many difficulties aise for
migrants, who were established and settled in their country of origin, and need to resettle
in the country to which they immigrate. A variety of stmcturally and culturally oriented
theorists also concur that a health care system is a social system, which integrates
cultural components of society; such as patterns of belief, causes of illness, noms
goveming choice and evaluation of treatment (Kleinman, 1980; Hughes, 1993; Bhui,
Strathdee & Suhz, 1993; Aderibigbe and Pandurangi, 1995; Bose,1997; Gaw, 1993;
Mumford, 1992); and structural systems; such as power relationships of race, gender and
class (Jiwani, 2000; Anderson & Kirfiam, 1998; Ng, 1993; Henry & Tator, 1994,
Chabot, 1999).
in multicultural Canada, the health care system predorninantly uses the scientific
model of biomedicine as the dominant reference point for health care for immigrants.
The majority of research into utilisation of health services and the general health care
issues of immigrants assume a biomedical model of care. In this culturai/psychologica1
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theoretical orientation barriers to accessing mainstream biomedical services, are seen as
the lack of howledge and understanding of linguistic and cultural factors, personal

styles and techniques of interactions, communications sûategies and unavailability of
services. Culturally and psychologically based theories of immigrant adjusûnent
consistent with the scientific model of biomedicine outline a process of migrant
reseâtlernent, which includes distinct stages, and anticipated duration of these stages.
Critics of the biomedical model and of research designed to hprove access to
this model make two main points; one is that such research suggests liâtle in the way of
dealing with systemic inequities within the health care institutions (Jiwani, 2000; Chabot,
1999; Anderson & Kirkharn, 1998) and within society at large (Henry & Tator, 1995;
Ng, 1993). From a structural perspective consideration of gender, socio-economics and
age are implicated in consûucting resettlement.

Also in this structuralist view

characteristics of mainstream services which potentially marginalize andtor discount
complementary/pluralistcommunity based systems of health and wellness need scnitiny.
As will be demonstrated below, culturally ociented discourses on multicultural
health may also easily produce stereotypic notions and not adequately address the health
needs of immigrant Canadians. In fact this approach may marginalize immigrant groups
and reinforce the construction of Canada as white and Eurocentric.
The Cultural-psychological Theories of Settlement
Much mainstream research in previously outlined government and agency reports
points out that many health care issues are associated with the process and the experience
of immigration and resettlement (Masi, 1996; Almeida, 1996; Sandhu, 1996; World
Health Fonun, 1992; Mental Health Task Force, 1988). This literature esiablishes that
migration is understandably complex and can be an extremely painhl process involving
circumstances that may exact 'serious toll' h m immigrants in terms of mental, physical
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perspective. "Mauy immigrants [are seen as] living on the fiinges of two cultures which
can be most distressing, painful and the cause of serious psychiatric illness" (Sandhu,
1996, p. 2). Incidence of mental illness among ethnic minorities has been atûibuted to
the stress of migration, cultural change and other problems of a psychosocial nature that

may be encountered in new society (World Health Forum, 1992).
Much of this research (Adler, 1975; Brink, 1976; Thompson & MacDonald,
1990; Training for Cross-Cultural Trainers, 1993) is predominantly concemed with
cultural aspects of adjustment. While this research does acknowledge that prejudice and
discrimination exist, these are conceptualised as affecting individuals, rather than being
dimensions of sûuctural inequalities in society.
These theones construct the process of immigration as one of adjustment and
settlement that occurs in relatively predictable phases. Various researchers acknowledge
that in the process of adjustment and settlement, new immigrants endure certain
health/wellness difficulties (Adler, 1975; Brink, 1976; Thompson & MacDonald, 1990;
Training for Cross-Cultural Trainers, 1993). Transitional experiences, in which
individuals move from one environment into another tend to bring the individual's
cultural predispositions into his or her awareness and potentially into conflict with those

in the new setting. For many immigrants, the mental health services in Canada have
tended to embrace the mainstrearn, westem culture, leavhg the concems of transitional
and acculturation expenences of the immigrant population largely unmet (New Light,
1993).

In the culturaUpsychologic~perspective understanding issues of culture shock as
one possible out corne of migration is important, Adler's transitional mode1 describes
culture shock as:

A set of emotional reactions to the loss of perceptual reinforcements h m one's
own culnire, to new cultural stimuli, which have little or no meaning, and to the
misunderstanding of new and diverse experiences. It may encornpass feelings of
helplessness; irritability; and fears of being cheated, contarninated, injured, or
disregarded (1975, p. 13).

In their examination of expiences usually related to mental wellness/health of
migrant resettlement and adjustment, Thompson md MacDonald (1990) consider the
phases of the setîlement experience. Sirnilar to Adler [1975),

Brink (1976) and SDISS

(1996), these authors argue that these identified stages could be used as a h e w o r k for
understanding the transitional experience most immigrants pass through as they adapt to
a second culture and a second language.

Phases of adapting to a ~ r e whangrrage and culrure
in the psychological culhird phase theories the initial phase oîlen referred to as

'honeymoon' (Oberg 1954 cited in Thompson), 'arrivai' (Cross-culturally Relevant

Factors, 1993) or 'contact' (Adler, 1975) is said to be characterised by feelings of
exciternent and eagemess to learn about the new country and the belief that the new
homeland will pmvide solutions to many previous problems,
The second phase, 'disenchantment' (Brink, 19761, 'disintegration' (Adler, 1975),
or 'culture shock' (SDISS,1996), which is seen as occurring three to six monifis

following immigration, is characterised by depression, negative thoughts of the new
country and longing for one's homeland (Thornpson & MacDonald, 1990). AAer the
initial positive feelings about living in a new country, many immigrants corning to

Canada become overwhelmed with dealing with chdlenges such as fuiding housing,

shopping, schmling and communicating in a second language. Newcomers start to see
differendy theV new home country and their position in it. This is the p e n d of
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'psychological arrivai' or assessrnent in which clarity about the challenges sets in (Adler,
1975). In a minority of cases, this phase can result in clinicai depression and
hospitalisztion (Thompson & MacDonald, 1990).

During the final phase 'adaptation and acculturation' or 'acceptance and
integration', immigrant individuals begin to adapt and to feel more secure. Through the
process of adjustment immigrants choose the beliefs and practices of the new culture that
they wish to take on, plus aspects of their traditional belief systems which they will
maintain and discard, or modify. "The result is an amalgam of beliefs and practices from
both the 'traditional' [sic] and mainstream Canadian culture" (Thompson, 1996). By
identifjing immigrant culture as 'traditional', as Thompson does, Canadian researchers
continue to reinforce, however unconsciously, "western prejudices about the 'superionty'
of western culture" (Narayan cited in Agnew, 1996, p. 200).
Otherfactors aflecting the phases of adapting to a new language and culture

The above ûamework of adapting to a new language and culture implies a clearcut process of migrant adjustment and resettlement. Some critics suggest however that
the migrant expenence may be différent for each person; therefore, it cannot be
generalised to ail immigrants or even to members of a particular cultural group
(Thompson, 19%). Hyman suggests that immigrants are not a homogeneous group and
that within the immigrant population there is significant variation with respect to age at
migration, gender, and length of stay, source country/ethnicity, howledge host country
languages and 0

t h dernographic

characteristics (Metropolis, 2000). Sirnilarly, Jiwani

States the importance of 'We double or triple jeopardies that arise when multiple fonns of
oppression are intersechg and infiuencing a person's life" (2000, p. 99) as social
determinants of heaith. For this reason the next chapter presents specific socio-culturai
and historical information on the Punjabi Sikh community in British Columbia. This
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inforniaton provides a context against which to view the specific information shared by

the caregivers and community members intewiewed in this sîudy.
Structurai Causes and Cultural Remedies

The foliowing research identifies structurai factors implicated in immigrant wefl
king but suggests culturally adaptive responses rather than structural changes in mainstream
institutions.
Salvendy as cited in Baker (1996), identified five factors that negativety influence
adaptation and three, which have a positive effect. Conditions, which may create stress in
settlement are seen to include botfi cultural and structural dimensions such as: previous
psychosocial maladjustment; a large socio-cultural gap between the society of origin and the
host country, a change in socio-economic statu;a troubled economy in the host country and
expectations based on information that does not realistically reflect conditions in the new
society. The factors which might bave positive effects are seen to include cultural responses

such as: adequate information and preparation prior to immigration; mastery of the language
of the host counûy and the existence of large local ethnic community of the immigrant's
cultural group.
The Canadian Task Force on Mental Health Issues Affecting immigrants and
Refugees (1988) concluded that, while moving h m one country and culture to another can
be stressful, it does not necessarily k a t e n mental health. Immigrant mental health becomes
a concem prirnarily when additional risk factors combine with the stress of migration. These

risk factors are identified as primarily structural in nature:

in Canada, negative public attitudes, separation h m family and community,
inability to speak English or Frencb, and failure to find suitable ernployment are
among the most powerfiil predictors of emotiona1 distress among migrants.

(Canadian Task Force, 1988, p. i).

As detailed by Aimedia (1996), for Asian indian families in the United States,

adaptational experiences Vary depending on a combination of structural factors:
education, class, caste, farnily size, economic support; and culturaVpersonal factors
including: connections to their traditionai culture, degree of religiosity, past migration
history, and how immigrants have dealt with the l o s of their country of origin.
Almedia's orientation to ways in which diversity among immigrant communities is
irnplicated in significant variation in migration experiences provides a useful tool in
viewing the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community in the City of Surrey. However this
approach does not adequately critique some implicit assumptions about migrant
resettlernent and mental weliness/health nor does it propose measures to attend to
concerns in this area.

Structural Inequalities in Health Care
The structurally oriented theones outlined below analyse systernic irnpedirnents
to mental wellness and amelioration measures that address structural inequities.
Anderson and Kirkham (1998) point out that the ideals of class, gender and racial
equality in Canada are not yet a reality. Access to health care for wornen, immigrants,
refugees, and 'visible minorities', as well as those of lower socio-economic status, is
often to a poorer quality of care (Jiwani, 2000; Mental Health Task Force, 1988; Peters,
1988; Masi, 1996). Identifying immigrant group reluctance to access formal health
services in terms of immigrant groups not being aware of services, stigma around mental
illness, fear of acknowledging mental illness, inability to speak EnglishFrench, cultural
differences between consumer and service provider; al1 identiQ the immigrant and not
the institution as the problern (Jiwani, 20ûû). Using the culturaVlanguage barrier
perspective discounts the importance of traditional f o m of medicine and heaiing as they

are seen as a threat to the very privileged position held by western medicine. Jiwani
argues that these ideologies pemeate the working of multiculturaiism (2000).
Jiwani illustrates that by using a multicultural approach which focuses on
translation and cross-culturally sensitive care rather than viewing the situation in terms of
power, the emphasis tends to be on providing culturally sensitive health care, instead of
dealing with issues of exclusion. The integration appmach in health care employs a
'piecemeal approach*that once again, attempts to get clients to conform to the dominant
ideology and practices.
From a feminist and anti-racist perspective it is argued that the Canadian health
care system does not uphold the multiculturai principles of ensured access, sensitivity,
accommodation and integration for al1 Canadians. It is a system based on North
American pnnciples of individualism (Anderson, 1990). The result of this is an
assurnption that al1 citizens have an equal opportunity to achieve optimum health because
al1 have equal access to health care services. Thus, a level playing field is assurned and
individuals are seen being largely independent of social constraints such as class, gender
and race.
Henry and Tator (1994) argue that, a similar ideology of 'democratic racism' is
prevalent in both Canadian society and in its' institutional policies.

in this ideology

"cornmitments to democratic principles, with their egalitarian notions of justice, equality,
and faimess are valued positively," and are seen to conflict ' W h those attitudes and

behaviors that include negative feelings about minority groups and the potential for
differentiai treatment or discrimination against hem" (Henry and Tator, 1994, p. 8).
Ideologies of 'individualism and egalitarianism' or

'democratic racism', avoid

promoting institutionai policies and procedures which challenge the 'dominant
hegemonic order' (Anderson, 1990; Henry and Tator, 1994).

The discussion of the ideology of 'individualism and egalitarianism' and

'democratic racism' sets the foundation for the Canadian health system îhat cannot be
separated fiom broader social, economic and political contexts. These theories provide a
usehl tool for critical social science researchen analyzbg immigrant health issues and

immigrant access to health systems (Chabot, 1999). However, they do not provide an
adequate critique of îhe ways in which ciass, gender, and race are conceptualized in
mainstream health care. Anderson and Kirkham (1998), Ng (1993) and Jiwani (2000) go

M e r in this area.
The Health Cure System: issues of class, gender and race
in their examination of issues of class, gender and race in Canada's health care
system, Anderson and Kirkham (1998) focus on the rhetoric of equal access. Similar to
Jiwani (2000), Henry and Tator (1944) and Ng (1993), these authors argue that the notion

of equality in Canada is more ideology than fact. The issues of class, race and gender
inequality are much ignored in Our nation's social, economic and political public poticies
and services, including our health care system. Anderson and Kirkharn (1998), state that

"now that equity and the social determinants of health have become entrenched in the
discourse of govemment documents...p eople's health remains duectly related to îheir
economic status". Low income people, including older people, single women supporthg
children, and people h m minorîty groups (such as immigrants) face health problems

and risks not encountered by high-incorne people.
Like Ng (1993), Jiwani discusses racial and gender inequalities in the health care
systems, which are permeated by assumptions, stereotypes, values and beliefs which
manifest in the larger society as racism, sexism and homophobia In the western health
care system:

The majority of doctors are male, and the majority of nurses are fernales - again

power is gender based; where the people of colour tend to be found either in the
mlls of the patients, or in the kitctiens, laundries, and janitorial services of most
hospitais. [The heaith care] system protects itself against incursions that it
perceives as threats. One only has to look at how privilege is protected in terms
of the lack of accreditation given to foreign dactors, or how nursing credentials
fiom white commonwealth countries are recognised but not from those parts of
the common wealth that consist of developing countries (Jiwani, 2000, p. 94).
As Anderson and Kirkham state, "not only is a health care system a product of a

country's history and culture, but it is also instrumental in constnicting a nation by
shaping identities and experiences, institutions and policies, oppressions and
inequalities" (1998). Jiwani (2000), and Anderson and Kirkham (1998) al1 contend that
the history of Canada as a nation-state is based on the political and economic practices of
colonial capitalism and is Iargely expressive of a patriarchal Euracentric perspective. As

a result, the issues of class, immigrant status, race and gender in Canada's multicultural
health care system are inadequately addressed.
Addiîiorral Pressuresfor Adolescents, Seniors and Women

Consistent with Hyman's notion that differences in age and gender for

immigrants are important social influences on adjustment and reseitiement, Doyle and
Visano (1987) illustrate how family life may be affected. Differences in values related to
generational differences show up in the new country, women begin to participate in the
labour force, and life cycle changes such as ageing are reflected in new demands.
Adolescents

Waxler-Momson, Anderson and Richardson (1990) specify what the resettlement
scenario rnay look like for adolescents.

When a South Asian (Indo-Canadian) family moves to the West there are a
number of comrnon problems, mostly rerelated to leaving home and living in a new
culture, that seem to precipitate psychiatrie symptoms. Adolescents and young
adults often face an insoluble dilemma in ûying to balance traditional parental
expectations against peer group pressures. Thus a young South Asian girl may
have two identities, one for home and one for schooi. The resulting stress may
lead to depression which, if severe, may end in suicide attempts.
Seniors

The situation for senior migrants is oAen seen as even more difficult. Not only do
they have to adjust to a new environment, a new culture, and a new language; they are

more vulnerable to additional health/wellness risks (Lee & Cheong, 1993). A study of
acculturation, ageing and alienation of Indo-Canadian seniors in Surrey in 1993,
identified that seniors are more vulnerable in facing common 'pulls and pressures' of
immigrant families' than younger family members. The dilemmas of the Indo-Canadian
seniors included: language baniers and cultural differences; economic dependence;
transportation and isolation; diminished family status, elder abuse, declining health and
discrimination and racism (Lee & Cheong, 1993).

For many seniors, the experience in

reversal of roles in the family, ofien over laps with diminished health/wellness.
Assanand (1 990) expands on this point.
The traditional dominance of the elderly within the family is frequently weakened
aiter rnoving to Canada. Usually sponsored by a son or daughter, elderly people
arrive here in a dependent d e , not knowing the language or the culture. With

their married children running the home they lose their traditional position of

domestic control.

This reversal of traditional patterns of dependence and

authority can cause conflicts and, a loss of self-est-

and depression in the

elderly (p. 156).
Women

Researchers (Thompson, 1996; Assanana, 1990; Dosanjh et. al 1994) illustrate
the additional pressures of change in gender rules, family circumstances and socioeconomics factors, which are aften encountered by female members of the South Asian
community in the process of adapting and resettling in Canada. Thompson's (1996)
interviews with a nurnber of new immigrant Indo-Canadian females, undertaken to
understand their expiences of adjustment, states that adjustment was seen as a long,

hard stniggle, fiaught with feelings of inferionty, depression and discrimination.
Gune cited in Almedia (1996) suggests that South Asian women as immigrants,

compared to their male counterparts, generally face additional adjustment pressures, as
the women are usually in the home and have less opportunity to interact with the
dominant culture. Research done by the Feminist Research, Education, Development &
Action Centre at Simon Fraser University, on spousal abuse in the South Asian
community, also highlights the gender différences (Dosanjh, Deo and Sidhu, 1994). Of
the fifieen women who participated in the research, nine gained immigration status as a
result of being sponsored directly by their husbands, while the majority of husbands were

sponsored by members of their own extended farnily. As result, the husbands seem to
have had a stronger personal, social and financial position in place upon their arriva1 to

Canada and were aot s m as dependent on their wives before or during the marriage.
For the men:
The immigration sponsorslip [gave them] a f o m of new power over their wives.

The result created neatly insurmouutable inequity in their relationship and made
the women socially, psychologically and financially dependent on îheir husband.
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Another barrier that emerged h m the sponsorship in the cases of these women is
their multi-level dependency on their husbands and the resulting isolation of the
women fÎom the rest of society. This severely limited their decision-making
powers. In the absence of their own extended family and with no accessibility to
community networks to which they could tum for support, these women had very
little opportwiity to develop their own personal and social base (Dosanjh, Deo &
Sidhu, 1994).
Conversely, the economic needs for many South Asian immigrants in Canada,
forced many women to find employment outside the home but this created new stresses

in family relationships. For example:
The experience of employment for women oRen results in their increased
independence and assertiveness which husbands may again find threatening to
their traditional dominance. The incressed sense of independence rnay in turn
cause women to be Iess willing to toierate traditional marital and in-law conduct.
Moreover, extemal employment places an additional strain on women who often
must continue to shoulder the sole responsibility for the care of home and family
(Assanand, Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, 1990, p. 156).
The additional pressures for South Asian seniors, youth, and women identified in
the above studies indicate that it is important to understand the diversity of structural
circumstances which may be implicated in an individual's ability to access mainstrearn
health services. The following chapter documents the history and circurnstances of
Punjabi Sikh settlement in British Columbia. The chapter illustrates the historical
circumstances and patterns of insertion of Punjabi Sikhs into the British Columbia
economy and social structure. It provides a preamble for anaiysing the data provided by

caregivers and clients about what mental weIlness means to immigrants of Punjabi Sikh
ancestry Living in this province.

Chapter ï I l

Profüe of the Punjabi Sikh Immigrant Community

Diversity in the South Asian community
The Punjabi Sikh immigrant community, defined by country of origin, language,
and religion, is one of the largest South Asian sub-cultural groups in British Columbia. In
Canada, South Asians, are people who originated primarily fiom the subcontinent of
india (White & Nanda, 1989). In the literature (Statistics Canada, 1996; Assanand, et al.,
1990; Aaj, 1997) South Asians may be referred to as indo-Canadians (Mehfil, 1997) or
East indians (Buchignani, 1985).
The South Asian community is diverse with respect to language, religion,
customs, and country of birth, country of origin or emigration, and political and socioeconomic background. While there are issues and challenges that al1 Canadians of South
Asian origin face in common (e.g. racism, cultural conflict) there are significant
variations depending on the specific group (Patel & Jantzen, 1998).
This paper focuses on the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community, because in British
Columbia and particularly in the Greater Vancouver Region District, a large number of
South Asians are fiom the subcontinent of india and largest group fiom India are Punjabi
Sikhs. The community profile will, where possible, outline the historical background,
socio-economic and educational backgrounds, the family structure, and the health beliefs
and practices, in both Canada, and in Punjab.
Eistorical Background: India
The indus Valley civilisation dates back over five thousand years. Arab, Turk,
and Afghan Muslims invaded and traded with Northem India fiom the eighth to
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eighteenth centuries. European traders Erom colonial counûies such Portugal, France and
the Netherlands influenced many Endian coastal communities, but it was the British who

gained political control of this area in 1757 and remaineci in power until 1947.
M e r gaining independence fiom Britain in 1947, India's democratic government,
its economic and social institutions, dong with its general population, inhented a history
of over two hundred years of colonialism. in india today, the foundation of many
institutions (govemance, justice and the education system) can be traced to its British
heritage. English remains one of the officia1 ianguages.
Many individuals living in India still seem to perceive that by migrating to
Western countries (Canada, Britain and the US) they will achieve higher socio-economic
statu. Such an assumption was apparent from the interviews with the Punjabi Sikh
community members in this investigation. Many respondents expressed that when they
lived in Punjab their perceived goal of achieving greater socio-economic success would
be possible by irnmigrating to Canada. One elderly male shares "when we were in India,
our families [who lived in Canada] would tell us how difficult it is here, but we did not
believe them, we thought they just did not want us to have that same success". Such an
assumption is also apparent in the ethnocentric western ideology, as discussed in chapter
one in, which often depicts the practices of countries like India and their people of the
'third world' as 'traditional', 'feudalistic' or 'primitive', an ideology which as been
challenged by many contemporary 'third world' feminists or women of colour (Mohanty,
1991; Agnew, 1996; Jiwani, 2000).
Historical Background: Punjab
Immigrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry are fiom Punjab, a province in northem
India.

The Punjab is mainly a nual and agricultural area Seventy-five percent of its

population lives in villages engaged in agricultural or allied occupations. Approximately
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eighty percent of the village populations of Punjab are of Sikh religious ancestry and
about twenty percent are Hindus, Muslims and followers of other faiths (Year Book of

India, 1988).
Bistorical Background: in Canada
The earliest South Asian visitors to Canada anived in 1897 when a Sikh lancers
and infantry regiment visited Vancouver afler celebrating Queen Victoria's Diarnond
Jubilee in London, England. in the year 1899, the first recorded South Asian pioneers to
Vancouver and Victoria anived (Aaj, 1997). By 1904, the census record listed 258 East
Indians (South Asians) in British Columbia.
Nearly al1 the early settlers were Sikhs from the Indian state of Punjab and were
retired soldiers of the British Indian army (Mehfil, 1997). These Sikhs became
instrumental in launching an immigration of 6,000 Sikhs over the next five years. Most
worked in the Canadian Pacific Railway, or in the forest industry on Vancouver Island

and in the Greater Vancouver area (Assanand et al. 1990). A few of the earlier settlers
were educated and skilled. Most of them were separated at a young age from their
families. Their primary objective was to earn a livelihood and send savings to support
families in Punjab.

From the beginnhgs of South Asian immigration to British Columbia in
significant numbers, Sikhs faced the hostility of both civic authorities and the Euro-

Canadian labour force. By 1910 new immigration laws effectively stopped most
immigration of South Asians by discriminatory immigration regulations. Every Asian
immigrant had to be in possession of two hundred dollars upon landing in Canada and by
the requirement, the trip from the country of origin had to be one of a continuous voyage
with no stops at other ports. This would be virtually impossible for someone travelling

fiom india. During this period, women and children were also not ailowed entry (Mehfil
1997; Aaj, 1997).

In 1947, the year that India gained independence h m Britain, immigration laws
in Canada were changed, and South Asian immigration began to increase.
Until 1961, the majority of South Asian immigrants were Sikh h m nual areas in
northern india who found employment as unskilled workeS...changes in
immigration laws in 1961 resulted in people coming h m al1 parts of India and
from Pakistan. The Sikhs from northern india, particularly the Punjab still
represent the largest group of migrants from india. Most have come to Canada
through sponsorship by relatives who are aiready settled in the country
(Assanand, Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, 1990, p. 144-145).
Until the 19603, Canada's assimilationkt government policy concerning
immigration was based upon the principle that those who were admitted into Canadian
society should be assimilable into the dominant British and French ethnic groups
(Samuda, Berry and Laferiere, 1984). As a result of Canada's history of discrimination
against South Asians, it is not swprising that the numbers of South Asian immigrants
coming to Canada only increased in the last three decades. The introduction in the 1960's
of immigration policies more favowable than ever before to non-Ewopeans accounted
for this change. For example, seven out of ten (71%) of the South Asians living in
Canada, in 1986 were foreign bom. Of those, 94% arrived after 1966 (White & Nanda,

The recent growth in numbers of Punjabi Sikh immigrants settling predominantly

in Surrey, British Columbia, makes this municipality one of the single largest receiving
communities in Canada. The census data reflects the rapid growth of the South Asian

community nationally, provincially, and regionally; p w t h in the Punjabi Sikh
community's location in Surrey, British Columbia is presented in Appendix 1.

Educational and Occupational ProNe
White and Nanda establish that in spite of considerable gender differences within
the group, Canada's South Asian population has generally higher levels of forma1
education than the overall population. Moreover, even when individuals find jobs these

are of a lower ski11 and income level than what their education has prepared them for.
White & Nanda, (1986) show connections between employrnent, and high levels of
education, and also address gender differences in this regard. They conclude that:
while 25% of South Asian men were university graduates, the proportion among
South Asian women was 17%. Nonetheless, both South Asian men and women
were more than twice as likely as comparable Canadians to have a university
degree. The corresponding figures for the Canadian population overall were 1 1%
for men and 8% for women. [The gender differences] rnay be attributable to the
different immigrant categories under which they are admitted to the country.
Many South Asian men come as independent immigrants, and so are required to
meet certain education and employrnent criteria. On the other hand, South Asian
women are more likely to come to Canada as dependants sponsored by their
husband or family.. .educational qualifications may not be as important [or are
not recordeci in immigration records as they come under the family reunification
class] (White & Nanda, 1989, p. 8).
Similady the occupational composition of the South Asian community indicates
they are more likely than rnainstream Canadians to be in the labour force. However their
positions in the labour force are not commemurate with their high levels of education.
For South Asian men, a higher percentage than the Canadian average is in professional,
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clerical, processing, and/or product manufachuing. While South Asian women are over
represented, relative to the average mainstream Canadian, in product fabncating, they are
lower than average in professional services, managerial, and sales jobs, (White & Nanda,
1986). Despite the much higher than average (double) educational levels (White &
Nanda, 1989; Das Gupta, 1994) than the Canadian population at large the average eamed
incomes for both South Asian men and women are slightly lower than the average for the
wider Canadian population.

Other available research on the employment for the South Asian community also
reflects the underlying discrimination, which has been cited earlier in by White and
Nanda (1989) and with regard to immigrant employment access in health service (Jiwani,
2000). As Cardoz States:
It is important to note that job discrimination is not new to this community [South
Asian].

An employment study titled "Who Gets The Work In 1989?"

commissioned by the Economic Council of Canada, found that in the Toronto
area, indo-Pakistani applicants face the greatest amount of discrimination of al1
groups tested, which included whites and other racial minorities (1994, p. A23).
The systernic racism in Canada's institutions is once again apparent in the access
to employment opportunities available to Punjabi Sikh immigrants. Some mainstream as
well as South Asian researchers indicate that many Punjabi Sikhs, in India, were f m e r s
or landowners. Although by the standards of India's villages, they were relatively well
off.
in Canada, they work in lumber mills, the construction industry, and as janitors,

farm workers, and taxi drivers. Many have started their own businesses. The
majority of women work outside of the home as unskilled farm workers, janitors,
and factory workers, and in restaurant kitchens and canneries. Educated, urban
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Sikhs are employed in a variety of professions and technical positions (Assanand,
Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, 1990, p. 144-145).

Kinsbip and Social Community
For the Punjabi Sikh immigrants in Canada, farnily reunification immigration
policy has made it possible to maintain extensive kinship ties and networks (Lee &

Cheong, 1993; Buchignani, 1985; Assanand, Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Morrison,
1990). "Connections and contacts are kept through visiting, reciprocal exchange, mutual

aiding, and engaging in social and recreational activities" (Popatia, 1994, p. 16). For
some, especially the elderly, maintaining the 'old ways' has not been as easy or
straightforward as it was in the country of ongin. For example, the upward and
downward socio-economic mobility, which occurs with migration and settlement, has
flexed the class boundaries; the busy and o h m hard working lifestyle has placed tirne
restrictions on visiting and keeping contact (Buchignani, 1985).
in Punjab, patriarchy (Baran, 1995) and age (Popatia, 1994; Assanand, Dias,

Richardson, & Waxler-Morrison, 1990) are oflen implicated in gender, farnily and social
roles. When immigrating to Canada, many Punjabi Sikh immigrants are faced with the
challenges of adapting and changing these roles to survive socially and econornically.
For example, some of the aged are becoming disempowered and isolated partly due to
language, mobility, and social barriers; some wornen are becoming increasingly
empowered partly due to financial independence and exposure to mainstream ideologies,
households are changing kom extended fmily Iiving situations to more nuclear farnily
living (Assanand, Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, l99O; Buchignani, 1985).
Accordhg to a male respondent h m a British Columbia study on indo-Canadian
families in Punjab:

Women were not working. They were staying home and looking after the
children, cooking. We did not ask anybdy to look after our children -men did
not like the idea of women working outside the home - we did not want to leave
children done at home. So, that was the idea of our people in those days (Basran,
1995, p. 19).
The changes resulting from immigrating to Canada are ofien seen to be
challenging family held noms and creating conflicts and insecwities within individuals
and within family relationships. It is also important to understand this important domain
of the family as social institution, which hierarchically structures relations by gender and
age.

For example gender and inter-generation differences are implicated in keeping

well/heaIthy. These conflicts and tensions, if unresolved for extended periods of time,
may result in emotional problems such as mood and anxiety disorders, alcohol and
substance abuse problems, role reversal, and domestic violence (Popatia, 1994). In
addition to the above social and cultural factors, structural difficulties such as,
discriminatory immigration regulations, racism, discrimination in recognition of
education and access to suitable employment, a h infiuenced mental weliness/health of
the community mernbers.

Chapter IV

Methodology

Chapter four provides a bief ovewiew of the methodology and qualitative
research design used in this study. Considerations infiuencing selection of a qualitative
approach are presented first. The researcher's position and location; the description of the
process of recmiting participants and the interview methods used both with service
providers and Punjabi Sikh community members are also included.
Choosing a Metbodology

In order to understand mental wellness/health issues of Surrey's Punjabi Sikh
immigrant community, it is important to have a methodology which can broadly
encornpass a variety of dimensions of immigrant experience as these were perceived by
Punjabi Sikh immigrants. These dimensions include perception of community, culture,
Ianguage, race, religion, gender and mental wellbeing.
Ajita Chakraborty (1991) recommends changes are needed to the theoretical base
and academic teaching of al1 areas connected with mental-health work. In order to
understand the inter links of culture, colonialism and biomedical based psychiatry,
psychiatnc teaching must include cultural anthropology as "there is evidence of biased,
value-based, and ofien racist undercurrents in psychiatry" (p. 1204). Arthur Kleinman
(1987) also illustrates the positive contributions of anthropology and qualitative
methodology to understanding the role of culture in cross-cultural research on illness.

An anthropological reading of the literature in cross-cultural and international
psychiatry reveals a strong bias of psychiatrists towards 'discovering' crosscultural similarities and 'universals' in mental disorder. For much of cross38

culturai psychiatric research has been initiateci h m a wish to demonstrate that
psychiatric disorder is like oîher disurders: it occurs in al1 societies, and it can be
detected if standardised diagnostic techniques are applied (Kleinman, 1987).
Kleinxnan points to the ways in which this approach leaves out those patients who
fail to fit the template, patients from non-western or non-industrial societies, and ignores
the important data that could be obtained through qualitative methods. He concludes by
suggesting that ethnographie research would ailow the understanding and comection of a
particular social system to the process of observing and interpreting practical humaninterest situations; rather than the bio-medicai based research which has inherent Western
Eurocentric biases.
Qualitative Researcb

Qualitative research is a valuable approach to studying the complexities of human
interactions; it helps to describe and analyse the behaviour and culture of individuals and
cornmunities (Kleinman, 1987; Clifford, 1988; LeCompte & Goetz, 1982; Hiji, 1998;
Agnew, 1996; Bernard, 1994; Friedman, 1995; Hirji & Beynon, 2000). in qualitative
research, the goal is to examine the interplay of a variety of influences (LeCompte &
Goetz, 1982). The data gathering techniques, such as unstmctured and serni-structured
intewiewing, allow for in-depth and diverse interaction both fiom the participants and
the investigator (Bernard, 1994).
Feminist and postcolonial scholars have criticised the unequal relations of power
that often prevail in the positivist anthropology between the 'ethnographer' (researcher or
investigator) and the 'subjects' (participants) ,cornparhg it to the one between colonizer
and colonized (Friedman, 1995). For tbis reason, in qualitative research it is important
that the point of view of those being studied is accurately represented. The investigator
should therefore not be regarded as the 'expert' (Clarke, 1996 cited in Hyi, 1998) and
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the methodology should allow reçpondents not to see themselves as passive subjects of
the research but assumed the sole of 'knowers' and experts (Agnew, 1996).
Although the qualitative research provided enriching insight into interviewee
perceptions, it also had Mme limitations. Given the nature of qualitative research,
LeCompte and Goetz point out in tems of reliability, it is difficultto:
address the issue of whether independent researchers would discover the same
phenomena or generate the same constnicts in the sarne or sirnilar settings.. . [The
problem is] the results of ethnographie research often are regardeci as unreliable
and lacking in validity and generalizability (32).
Nevertheless this approach is useful because the "knowledge of the individual
will help both in preventing the group perspective from becoming a stereotype and in
designing initiatives which will respect the needs and concems of individuals" (Beynon
& Toohey, 1995, p. 456). In qualitative research it is also necessary to acknowledge the

influence of the presence of the researcher on the participants. In qualitative studies, the
researcher is the instrument and will use his or her experiences and perceptions to
interpret the phenomena under investigation (Rossman cited in Hidi, 1998). Qualitative
researchers must also recognise that the researcher's values, biases aqd beliefs affect the
data analysis. The researchers cannot rid themselves of their experience, but need to be
aware of biases and not consciously impose perceptions when interpreting participant
narratives (Bernard, 1994; Hyi & Beynon, 2000). The following section outlines my
own position and location as a researcher.
Researcher's Position, Location

Agnew outlines the importance of self-recognition, "Who one is and what one's
relationship is to the subject under investigation are issues that determine both one's
questions and, to some extent one's answers about the subject" (1996, p. 194). 1 am a
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woman of colour, b t generation Canadian, and a Punjabi Sikh ancestry member of the
middle class. The 'politicai' dimensions of this research are influence by my gender,
ethnicity, education and the professional employment position 1 hold in the immigrant
mental health support services.

1 was educated fiom grade one in the Canadian

education system. Currently I am employed as mental health liaison counsellor in an
immigrant-serving agency and continue supporting projects that look at societal change

in order to enhance accessibility for ethnic minority communities to mainstream
Canadian institutions.
As a mental health liaison counsellor, my role is to promote acceptability and
accessibility of mental health services to members of the Punjabi Sikh and the larger
South Asian community. My role is also to provide cross-cultural case consultation,
education and training, with clinic staff at local mental health services and for South
Asian community members. The cross-cultural case consultation for the clinical staff
includes an assessment which provides understanding of the relationship of the South
Asian individual's socio-economic and available support systems in Canada, to the
prescribed biomedical mental health assessment and treatment plan. The cross-cultural
case consultation for South Asian individuals and iheir families includes a process of
explainhg and educating the community members on the workings of the Canadian
mainstream biomedical mental heaith -ces.
In this investigation, the process of understanding and analysing the multicultural
heaith care services in Canada discussed earlier in chapter two, provided an alternative
understanding of my position in this system. 1 see that multicultural positions sirnilar to
those of mental health liaison counsellor, are parts of a system designed to assist access
to mainstream services. But the dominance of the biomedical mode1 in Canada's health
system does not provide South Asian community members access to other alternative
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heaith systems such as Ayurvedic or Traditional Chinese Medicine, nor does it valorise
legitimacy of these models.
From my position at an immigrant servicing agency which liases with mainstream
organisations, 1 see that there is a growing need to have professionals lcnowledgeable
about the perceptions, experiences and challenges of individuais and females in the
Punjabi Sikh community. 1 acknowledge that agencies such as the one 1 work in
implicitly must connect with and accept limitations of what the biomedical models have
to offer.
Thus, while an integral part ofmy job is working to interconnect with mainstream
health practices, the present investigation provides an opportunity to take a critical
stance. From this stance 1 can examine potentially new ways of serving immigrants
which go beyond translating into their language, practices which remain, nevertheless,
unchangeci. My cultural awareness of immigrant experiences based on my own
experience of growing up in the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community, coupled with my
skills in the Punjabi language, initially provided usehl background to my position
researching issues of mental wellness/health in the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community in
Surrey.
To develop a respecthl process of documenthg the experiences of the
community, service providers h m Surrey Delta immigrant Services Society and a
Punjabi Sikh ancestry family physician were consulted. It was decided in order to best
understand the issues on mental wellness in the process of resettling and adjusting to life
in Canada, that it was important to interview both recent Funjabi Sikh immigrants and
service providers who provided settlement and clinical support services for the Punjabi
Sikh immigrants.

When 1 k t considered doing an assessment with Punjabi Sikh community
members, 1assumed that issues of class, culture and language would not be a formidable
b m k r as 1 considered myself a member, through family ancestry and ability to converse

in Punjabi, of the Punjabi Sikh community. However, in fomulating the assesment, and
administering mock interviews with three community members, issues of class, culture
and language became apparent.

Participant Interview Metbods
My ability to speak English, my education in the Canadian social and school
system and working in a perceived professional occupation, confers on me a position of
relative power and privilege. Difficulties around culture and language aiso became
apparent. In a 1993 study on Indo-Canadian seniors acculturation, ageing and alienation,
Lee & Cheong outline that culture and language are not objective factors but rather deep
psychic structures which both interpret and provide meaning to the world of supposed
facts, objects and events. How Punjabi Sikhs would translate Western concepts in their
cultural lexicon of mental health, was one concern.
Another concem related to language was, as the interviews for community
rnembers were conducted in Punjabi, 1 quickly realised that translating From English to
Punjabi word for word was not as easy as it seemed it would be. When translation was
possible, the cultural meaning of the translation was not suitable. As Lek points out,
translation of a word from one language to another is not a simple matter of fmding as
exact an equivalent as possible (1988). For example, during the pilot interviews with
community members, it seemed that Punjabi cultural understanding issues of 'mentai
heaith' related to individuals who were crazy and locked up in mental hospitals. The
Punjabi Sikh community members attached stigma to the terni 'mental health' in effect
translating it to mean mental illness and this nanowed the discussion with community
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members. The 1988 Canadian Task Force on Mental Health issues Mecting Immigrants
and Refiigees outlined that in Canadian healîh culture, ironically, the term "mental
health" has come to mean both mental disorder and positive mental health, a cultural
health understanding not shared by the Punjabi Sikh community.
While developing the final drafi of questions for community members'
interviews, the importance of establishing a culturally appropriate definition of being
welhealthy rather than directly asking of mental health concerns becarne apparent.
Interview questions needed to be developed which provided appropriate cultural
translation and understanding of the Punjabi Sikh community's perception of laquage,
the relationship between the individual and their family, and interconnection of physical
and mental health.

For example using the English word 'happy' required no linguistic or cultural
translation, as ail of the participating Punjabi Sikh immigrant community members had
similar cultural understanding of this word. Combining words such as mental wellness
and health seemed to provide an important balance in establishing a Punjabi Sikh cultural
understanding, which covered both physical and physiological aspects of health. This in
turn allowed for more open discussion with community rnembers. Overall, it seemed
that words and a process of discussion, which encompassed a holistic understanding of
wellness/health worked best. For example, a holistic approach, which discussed issues
relating to the family, employment or immigration mles and regulations, worked well.

I conducted the Punjabi Sikh mental welhess/health interviews both with the
community service providers and Punjabi Sikh comrnunity membcrs. Procedures
outlined to support culturally sensitive heahh programs contributed to the development
of the interview questions. As Thompson illustrates:

When developing and implementing health promotion programs with different
cultural groups it is important to keep in mind the results of resemh that is

relatai to health behaviour change, communication, social supports,
ernpowment and tu the planning of educational programs (1996, p. 212).
Notwithstanding the limitation in the biomedical model, the purpose of the
interviews was to understand circurnstances needing consideraiion in order to usefully

make mainstream mental heaith services more accessible to

the Surrey Punjabi Sikh

community. Having culturally appropriate questions, both for the service providers and
community members, which addressed 'wearing a religious thread', 'believe in karma or
fate' or 'drinking holy water' (see appendix Il and III), were used to enhance discussion
of the use complementq care systems. Understanding the links in community between
these complementary services could provide insight for agencies such as the local mental
health centres, hospitals and immigrant serving agencies such as Surrey Delta immigrant
Services Society to support culhiraiIy responsive c m .
Srnice Pruvidérs

The semi-structured interviews with service providers were cunducted with four
counsellors on location at Surrey Delta immigrant Services Society. Surrey Delta
Immigrant Services Society is a non-profit immigrant-servicing agency offering

immigrant and multiculturai programs. Serman Chan, Director of Service Quality &
Human Resources was approached regarding the research. He was very supportive and
encouraged his staff to participate. In return Mr. Chan's expectation was that the
hdings of the study would be communicated back to the staff in an oral presentation.
As the name of the agency has not been changed in this thesis, issues relating to

confidentiality were of concern. Such concerns were discussed with Mr. Chan; he
indicated that using the agency name would reflect the suppm the agency has for
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acadernic research. However, in the presentation of data in the next chapter the names of

the individuals have been changed.
Each interview took fiom 45 minutes to one hour and al1 interviews were taperecorded. The programs, which were of particular interest for this research, were
settlement adjustrnent counselling for newcomers, family-counselling services and
alcohol and drug services. Three counsellors were members of the larger Punjabi Sikh
community and one was a non-Punjabi Sikh counsellor. Al1 counsellors had been
working with the Punjabi Sikh community for many years.
Communiry Members

The interviews with twenty community members were also done at Surrey Delta
Immigrant Services Society (Appendix IV outlines the summary of demographic
information on the cornmunity members). Each interview was between fifteen and thirty
minutes. Volunteers were asked to participate in the research while they were receiving
services at Surrey Delta Immigrant Services Society. Some participating community
members were receiving settlement-counselling services while others were taking
English Language Services for Adults classes. in retum for participating in the research,
community members were encouraged to ask questions of the researcher.
Most common inquines made by the community members were: what is the
process of sponsoring family members lefi in India?; which courses should be taken to
develop additionai skills in Canada?; and which job search programs can be taken to find
employment.

In response to the participants' inquiries, the researcher referred

community members to programs such as settlement counselling services and
employment services at Surrey Delta Immigrant Services Society.
Interview questions for both service providers and community members were
designed based on review of govenunent agency poiicy/reports; the theoreticai literature,
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my personai and professional experiences within the Punjabi Sikh community, and
consultation with service pmviders and a family physician of Punjabi Sikh ancestry.
Punjabi Sikh immigrant community understanding of being mentally welyhealthy; the
social, cultural and structural factors of resettlement and adjustment; and the preventive
measures undertaken to maintain emotional well being; were the focus of the questions.
Also important was understanding how social circumstances influenced the process of
resettlement and adjustment and possible connections among these circumstances and
emotional distress. infonnation was also sought on services commonly accessed in times
of emotional distress.

Appendix III.

Specific questions guiding the interviews are outlined in

Chapter V

Interview Data Analysis
C a d e , who provides family counselling, describes how self examination and self
perception may comrnonly be affected in the process of migrant resettlement:
It seems to have profound effect on their (immigrants) mental well being, insofar

as it always requires them to some degrce to see themselves in a different way.
They (immigrants) are no longer the person of the pst, who lived in the country
of origin. ...and their drearn of themselves in the future, always doesn't match
what at least their initial experience is once they have immigrated. Their drearn
doesn't match the reality, the past is no longer attainable and that is extremely
stressfui.
Chapter five presents an analysis of the intewiew data fiom four service providers
and twenty Punjabi Sikh cornmunity members. The data is analysed in correspondence to
the inquines outlined at the end of preceding chapter including: the perceptions of the
preventive measwes ordinarily undertaken to maintain emotional wellbeing, the process
of resettlement and adjustment, and the supports and services commonly accessed in
times of emotional distress. One purpose of the analysis is to develop an understanding
of these individuals' beliefs about health and wellness. A related purpose is to ascertain
structural barriers they encounter in maintainhg healîb and wellness.
Finally the interviews focussed on the types of services and practices (mainstream
and complementary) which individuds accessed in times of emotionai distress.
Differences and similarities in perceptions and experiences relating to gender and age are
considered as well as possible implications of changes in socio-economic status

experienced by newcomers.

Keeping in mind the theoretical fiameworks, which

respectively emphasise either culturai or structural dimensions of immigrant resettlement,
it is apparent h m the data that in the immigrants' iived experience these dimensions
intersect and intertwine and cannot always be discretely separated.

Researcb Findings
Service Providers Responses
The four-service providers interviewed in this study al1 worked at Surrey Delta
Immigrant Services Society located in Surrey, British Columbia. Carole, a family
counsellor of Anglo-European ancestry, was burn in Canada. Preet was a settlement
counsellor of Punjabi Sikh ancestry, who was born and raised in Punjab and immigrated
to Canada after marrying her Canadian raised husband. Jasbir, also of Punjabi Sikh
ancestry, was bom in india, worked as a family and women's counsellor. She had
immigrated first to Bntain, than to Canada, with her husband. Jagdave the only male
service provider interviewed worked in the Alcohol and Drug services. He was also of
Punjabi Sikh ancestry, bom in India.

Definitions of wellness/bealtb
Al1 four-service providers pointed out apparent differences in how health and
wellness and have different meanings are understood in the Punjabi Sikh socio-cultural
community in cornparison to the mainstream socio-cultural community. The health and
wellness of the individuai is more oAen seen as a collaborative relationship with one's
family than an individual enterprise. Thus in this culhval meaning system health is not so
much an individuai as social project. Carole, a family counselIor of Anglo-European
ancestry who has been working with the Punjabi Sikh community for the last six years
points out:

Everybody's functioning in the family, not just on their own.. .often hard to
separate out what they are experiencing as an individual and what the family is
experiencing.
Three of the four service providers described the community's understanding of
wellnesdhealth, which combiied physical, mental and spiritual dimensions. Preet, a
settlement counsellor of Punjabi Sikh ancestry, has worked with the Punjabi Sikh
immigrant community for over seven years, shares this understanding and expressed it as
fotlows:
Feeling fit, doing physical activities, looking for employment, or it could be
driving or it could be doing household chores...they (Punjabi Sikh cornmunity
members) link themselves with fitness.. .they (Punjabi Sikh community
members) see themselves with fitness. If they can do them fine; that means they
are fit. But if there is some sort of banier there because of health issues that is an
unfit story to them.
Jasbir, a family counsellor and women's outreach worker, also of Punjabi Sikh
ancestry, reiterated the importance for her Punjabi Sikh clients of the integrated nature of
health and well being:
Won't look into the issue of stress, of what 1 wauld Say depression because most
of the things come in physical form. WelVhedthy means being happy, they
(Punjabi Sikh cornmunity members) don't separate physical, mental, spiritual.. .if
it's al1 there, you're doing well.
Jagdave, an aicohol and drug counsellor of Indo Punjabi ancestry concurs:
My expenence is that certainiy the South Mans (Punjabi Sikh) I've had, will
speak of emotion.. .they also speak of physicd ailments in the same context.

These service providers reports quoted above are fiamed by a cultural observation
related to different meaning systems.

Challenges associated with immigration
Al1 four-service providers identifiai that the process of adjusting and settling to

Canadian life provided challenges in the lives of many Punjabi Sikh immigrant
community members. Key challenges outlined by services providers include increase in
emotional stress due to resettlement in new country; loss of family support systems and
not understanding new formal support systems available to them. In their discussion of
these issues, they focussed primarily on the structural dimensions of resettlement and on
social support systems available to respond to these stresses.
Jagdave, an alcohol and dnig counsellor who is working in a program that
provides early intervention and treatment services for the South Asian community,
focused on the stressfùl circumstances of obtaining employment. Especially for
individuals with higher levels of education who are unable to find satisfying work:
For some (immigrants) because they can't speak the language, they look
different, their education is not valued in Canada.. .even to get a job.. A's easier if
people were doing labour jobs back home...they'll get a quick low paying job
and get on with it.. hose people who corne with an education and from wealthy
families, they have hardest tirne.
Jagdave's observations pinpoint the stress caused by dificulties in gaining access
to mainstream econornic structures.
A women's counsellor highlights another structural concem; gender related

increases in emotional stress experienced by immigrant women because of new social
structural challenges posed by insertion into a new socio-economic system and because
of the absence of customary social support systems.
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The stress can increase once they (women) come to a new land. There is also a
new arena that many of them are entering into.. .women are alone in this country
because families are left behind and they've been sponsored by their husbands to

come here.. .issues affects them because there is no one to go to and talk to about
the stresses.
Jasbir, the family and women's counsellor creates programs which are designed
to prevent mental wellnesdhealth breakdown and the disintegration of families. In the
context of this program she sees that isolation and loss of familiar family supports are
implicated in domestic violence and substance abuse. She descnbes some outcomes of
the social isolation and separation from family and the consequent broken support

systems for women:
It is dificult establishing themselves in new relations. They become lonely and if
there is an issue of violence and abuse so is the intensity of hiding or staying in
isolation. For women, separating h m family (in Punjabi) destroyed familiar
support system.
Preet, whose settlement program provides support services (infomation/referral,

interpretationlûanslation, and liaison with mainstream services, group orientation for
newcomers) tries to better equip newcomers to continue a healthy settlement and
integration process. She notices that some new immigrant Punjabi Sikh females will
access her program for settlement issues such as filing out taxes, and in the process of
accessing settlement services, they will share issues of spousal abuse or other family
related problems. Preet explains how resettlement in Canada creates new structural
circumstances where the separation from customary familiar social supports creates
dilemmas.

Back home, there are the chances for you to go back to your parents to vent your
feelings or you can go and share your experiences with your fnends. ..but once
you leave the suppod system behind there is nothing to fa11 back on. Receiviag
services from forma1 support system in Canada is often not initially considered.
Accessing new kinds of support systems

Jasbir followed through in describing this dilemma of difficulty in accessing both
customary and new support systems. His comments illustrate the ways in which cultural
discontinuities regarding support systems are exacerbated by lack of familiarity with and
ability to access mainstream support structures.

Being unaware of alternatives to

culturally familiar support systems, Punjabi Sikh community members ofien:
Don't have the concept of going to counselling until a drastic thing happens in
their life.. .their understanding of support system is related to family, fiiends.
Through immigration when that's lost they may not naturally consider the other
support systems like the forma1 support systems.. .they're not considenng that
(formal support system) ... it's never been a part of the country they corne h m .
So that's a new thing for them too (Jasbir, women's counsellor).
In this way the stress of resettlement is entwined in both cultural and structural
discontinuities.

Prevention and Supports Accessed in Emotional Distress
When discussing prevention within the Punjabi Sikh community, service
providers suggested the following salient themes: Punjabi Sikh new immigrants often put
material (housing, employment) primary settlement needs before emotional ne&.
Prevention and formai and informal supports and services accessed during emotional
distress in order of priority include: family and fiîends, spiritual practices, family
physicians and lastly mainstream mental health services.
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Diferences in Understanding Illness Prevention
Cultural dtflerences

One-service provider addressed the fact that the concept of prevention as
understood in the Canadian cultural context has a very different meaning than in Punjabi
Sikh immigrant cornrnunities. The Punjabi Sikh community is carefully attuned to the
social and emotional dimensions of wellness and illness prevention and l e s attuned to
physical preventative measures and danger signs. Carole describes these complex
relationships as follows:
South Asian community doesn't think preventative.. .some may believe if you

talk about it, it may happen.. .I think in North America we anticipate illness quite
a bit.. .I remember growing up learning the seven danger signals that you might
have cancer. They are on the bus advertisements. 1 think that we (Canadian

raised) have a perspective of expectation of illness and look for wming signs,
that we have to eat the right things and do the right things. My clients fiom the
South Asian Comrnunity have an expectation of wellness, I would Say. When
distress comes into their lives, like emotional, they are very perplexed by it
because ...they are doing al1 the right things. Fulfilling their role in the family, in
their jobs and hlfilling them selves spiritually perhaps (family counsellor).
Gender dlrerences

Differences in gender roles in relations to health care prevention were also
identifieci. In addition to being a family and women's counsellor in Canada, Jasbir was a
practising teacher in India before she married her husband in England. She immigrated
to Canada over ten year ago and recalls her personal and professional role of being a
fernale of Punjabi Sikh ancestry while growing up in India and now living in Canada:

Women do less self care,..I'mthinking about myself growing up, being
professional or something, 1 would never ever thllik of myself first.. . because
that's what I grew up with. So, it's like when 1 made myself as a part of the
farnily -it becomes like me. And your priority is gone out the window because
you will be doing things for the farnily...as a women you will be working and
looking d e r the family or we'll be doing al1 of the social status things. So there
is not time left to you as a woman to think of yourself.
Jasbir's narrative illustrates the way in which new structural economic demands
combined with the customary demands associated with her role of wife and mother
mate a set of circurnstances which could easily lead to stress overload. Where can
immigrant males and females gain support and guidance for the challenges they face in
accommodating the demands generated by the new positions they occupy in mainstream
socieîy?
Material needs

Three of the four service providers explained that Punjabi Sikh immigrants often

are so focused on matenal demands of establishing themselves and their families, they
ofien ignore their emotional needs. For most immigrants, the main focus is to meet their
prirnary needs of getting employment, a house, or a car.
Looking at prevention, for many of hem, they need to find jobs and that's one
thing that brings them like fieedom to stand on their own two feet and that change
their status in the farnily...that sometimes may help them to have the
empowennent here (Preet, settlement counsellor).
Another senice provider assessed the relationship behveen providing for material

needs and prevention as follows:

Preventative work in îhe South Asian community might not occur because they

are working so hard on their primary needs. If we codd only imagine if we were
uprooted completely and moved to a country where you don? even speak the
language or you may have some access to the language, but not to great degree
and have to start everything over. Al1 your training is lost, al1 your work
experience is lost, al1 your proficiency in any thing that you thought you were
good at doing is gone. You probably can't even cope.. .Yeah, they just literally
put their head down and get to work for a number of years (Jasbir, women's
counsellor).
Jagdave adds:
They say...if 1have to sit back then 1 have to think. That's another thing they dread

in themselves. 1 think mental health issue is not a issues for them until it starts
affecting them physically...and they can't push it back any more (alcohol and h g
counsellor).
Thus the structural conditions of their insertion into Canadian society are
implicated not only in creating stress but also in working against accessing assistance
that might reduce the stress.
Complementary Mental Wellnesshealth Support Services
Spirirual Support

Three of the four service providers identifid the role of religion as a form of
prevention and maintenance of good health and wellness. Spiritual healing is one familiar
and accessible support system available to immigrants in their new life in Canada. These
counsellors saw the use of spiritual healing as a way for immigrants to take back control
of their mental wellness~health.Some immigrants resorted to prayers, others engaged in

their spiritualjourneys by baptism or consulting spiritual heafers.
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Religious Pruyers
Jasbu illusûates:
When you Say prevention it's the religion.. .one of my clients says she does 'phat'
(prayers) ...y0 u lcnow her moming rituals and that give her peace (women's
counsellor).
Preet recounts religion as one arnong many responses:
Religion is used to keep[ing] themselves busy.. .that's what many of my women
clients do. ..they've been working two jobs and they'd still be doing housework
chores. Many times 1 tell them why is it that there is not time for you (settlement
counsellor).
Spiritual Journey: Baptism

Jagdave relates that adult baptism is a step for healing:
1 have seen many of hem go back to be baptised and that is how some of them try

to ease the pain (alcohol and drug counsellor).
Spiritual Journey: consulting a spiritual heufer

Three of the four-service providers recall the Punjabi Sikh cornrnunity members
disclosing the use of alternative healing professionals. These non-mainstream mental
welhesdhealth professionals are still utilised botb in Punjab, india and in Canada Jasbir
gives examples:
Spiritual healers, al1 of those things, which they believe in, they, have exhausted
before they corne to us. Even here, in the community many of tbem (community
members) are going and visiting them (spiritual healers). They will tell me that's
what we are doing or 1 have seen they wili not go to a temple but there are iike
some sects - they cal1 them "Baba ji's" - and they will go, and you know,
become their followers. So, that's how some of them are, you know, easing their
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pain. This ?&a ji"has given name and he's giving blessing or she - he or she -

giving blessing and hope that al1 the things will go away. So they are still using
that system living in Canada (women's counselor).
Preet gives other examples:
That's another one (spiritual healer) which 1have seen them going to.. .or,
astrologers. They have been going and getting the stone (healing stones) before
they will go and see a psychiatrist or a psychologist or a counsellor (settlement
counsellor).
This spiritual journey of enhancing family mental wellnesdhealth may include also
travelling to India as well as carrying out financial commitments. Jagdave said:
1 think some go to India and get help h m "sants" or religious places. They

pray.. .they make deals with god.. .if my farnily member get bener 1 will have a
"Phaat", a Sikh religious pray.. .I will donate money to temples here or send some
money back home to a temple in india (alcohol and dmg counsellor).
The process of the journey of spiritual healing may include Punjabi Sikh
cornmunity members retuniing to india. As Carole, recalls:
1 have seen a lot of families, and it they can afford it, send the person who is

suffering, back to India for healing. That is often talked about as a spiritual
journey ...they are not going to back specifically to see a doctor or anything like
that, they may, but it is much more about the nowisbment that they get fiom
being in hdia and there is a sense that the healing can take place there.
C a d e dso recounted:
For example, we had a case where the oldest son in the farnily was schizophrenic.
The family would routinely send them back to India and he would stay for six and
then come back and this would happen once every hvo years or so and they
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always claimed that he was much better when he was there. My sense was tbat it

had to do with a lessening of stress and his feeling more connected and more
supported back in india, than he felt here (family counsellor).
Recognising the complementary mental wellnesshealth supports and practices of
the Punjabi Sikh community provides important insight into planning for cultwally
responsive health services which need to encompass, along with the mainstream
biomedical system, complementary/pluralistic systems of care.

In addition to the

spiritual practices and spintual journey, other services accessed by Punjabi Sikh
immigrants included: family and fiiends, the family physician, immigrant servicing
agencies and the mainstream mental health services (mental health centre and hospital),
and îhese are described in the following sections.

FamilyIFriends and Family Physician for Support
Al1 four service providers endorsed that in time of emotional distress, Punjabi
Sikh immigrants will most likely tum to farnily or fiiends, and the family doctor.

The family's the first one and then the doctors and farnily or Friend. 1 would have
to say that the 6iend has to be like family, only then they would be opening up
secret to them (Jasbir, women's counsellor).
They go to family doctors.. .they come to us.. .they come with issues of income
assistance and then they let it al1 out. ..the issues of depression, stress (Preet,
settlement counsellor).
In the Punjabi Sikh community, it is important to understand the accessible and
acceptable role familylfiiends and family physiciiui play in time of mental
wellnesslhealth distress. The findings validate the interconnections of the family and
individual which has been docurnented in research (Lee & Cheong, 1993; Buchipani,
1985; Assanand, Dias, Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, 1990; Henry, Tator, Mattis &
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Rees, 1995). Responses of tbe service providers also illustrate the accessibility and
acceptability of the family physiciau.

Mainstream Mental Healtb Services
Of the four service providers only one identifies the Punjabi Sikh use of
mainstreatn mental health services. When the comrnunity accessed the hospitals and
other mainstrearn mental health services, it was ofien because that was the last option
available to them, or it was a forced application by mainstream government based
institutions. Carole's comments below relate how this sequence of events might occw.
She did not specifically indicate that she perceived al1 mental health concerns as
necessarily related to stresses of immigration and resettlement. Her comments were a
more general appraisal of the mismatch behveen mental health crises and the biomedical
system of mainstream services.
Thinking about things like schizophrenia, bipolar moods, that kind of major
depressive episodes, then they are hospitalised.. . going through emergency and
spend time on the psych ward, they are assessed and then sent into the system
(mental health centres). Going to the mental health centres only through mandate
by social worker at the hospital...they have been hospitalised and then routed
through the mental health centres on discharge (family counsellor).
She goes on to Say:
What makes it a vicious circle is that because they are not accessing services
earlier, like doctors and health centres, they end up being triaged in the
emergency ward whicii can be the most disrespectful place in the world for
anyone. They are restrained, thrown on a psych ward, given the drugs, and
family members are just homfied, it's a chaotic system to enter into. It only

confirms theu belief of being disrespected and unacknowledged and
misunderstwd,
As iilustrated, there is apparent lack of acceptance of other mainstream bio-

medical services in supporting mental wellness/health distress for the Punjabi Sikh
community. One concem is that they lack cultural, but another concem is the structural
factors which include not wanting to use biomedical medication, and the discomfort with
processes and procedures in the 'psych' ward.

Difficulties in Accessing Formal Mainstream Mental Health Care Services
All four services provider identified many difficulties encountered by the Punjabi
Sikh immigrant community in accessing mainstream mental health services. Such
barriers include: language difficulties; misdiagnoses by mainstream agencies and
inappropriate referrals; not understanding the role of forma1 mental health services; not
receiving support from family physicians; farnilies not wanting others to know about
their problems; and a belief that "kismet" (destiny, fate) is responsible for the mental
distress and consequently the forma1 mainstream mental wellnesdhealth services will not
be useful.

Language Dt@dties

Two service providing respondents identified language difficulties as a significant
barrier in receiving services. Jasbir, relates the language barrier often encountwed by her
clients to her own difficult experience with fonnal mainstream mental health services.
She illustrates her own persona1 experiences as well as those of her clients:
1 think the language barrier is one thing 1 would most Say. Because I have been

myself been through mental health, try to get services for my clients.

Jasbir goes on to Say:
I think, and what 1 was just thinking to myself. When 1 am a worker, we needed

to know more about mentai heaith services in the cornrnunity. So people can give
out the Somation to the maximum, so that the client can get, you know the
comfort zone level. They don't even have that information. So, I mean, many
times we tell them to tell their doctor to phone to mental health but they have
never ever heard.. .the procedure even. (women's counsellor).
As a settlement counsellor, Preet also sees:

The language itself is a banier. Or perhaps, you know there is the stigrna because
mental health has a big stigrna to them. It's like a mental institution. In addition to
language difficulties, not understanding the role of the service providers.
Stereotyping /Essentializing

Carde discussed the need to make the system more responsible in seeing and
changing the less visible barriers to making the forma1 mainstream mental health services
inclusive and accessible to immigrant cornrnunities.

The largest problem we have is we ofien get refenals where we are told from the
mental health centres, oh it is a cultural issue, and the assumption has been made
because the person doesn't appear to be fiom the dominant culture. 1 have had
people who have been sent to me for cultural issues who have lived in BC five
tirnes as long as 1have. It is silliness, so they (mental health staff) are trying to fit
everybody into the same box and are really nervous because they can't do it.. .and
so their idea is that well, we will cal1 it a cultural awareness if you don? fit into

rhis box, and we will send you some place where they can help you, which is
insulting.

Responses by Farnily Physicians
Another barria in accessing mainstream mental healtti service, was seen as a
result of clients not receiving support h m their family physicians. Most oflen the family
physician was seen as a figure of authonty, and he/she was the most often identifid
professional within the forma1 mainstream mental wellnessihealth system accessed by the
Punjabi Sikh immigrant community. Three of the four senrice providers highlighted the
experiences of the community members and their families. As a settlement counsellor,
Preet has observed the reluctance of her clients to communkate their personai or family
mental wellness/health distress.
Well, 1 think doctors don't have tirne. And part of them is that they (family
doctors) don't have time and that people don't talk to doctors very openly about it
(mental wellness/health distress). Because of, 1 don't know, the& not enough
t h e or perhaps people aren't ready yet. Yet they will be going to spiritual healers
before even seeing the doctors.
When community members try to discuss issues surrounding mental

wellnesdhealth distress with their family physician, they often feel unsupported. As
Jasbir recalls:
They usually don't go to the doctor, and if do.. .they corne and say, well I have
tried my doctor. 1 notice frequently is they are not getting any kind of concrete

help h m the medical profession and they are quite intimidateci to go somewhere
else usually because they can't express themselves well in English. They will try
everything. They'll try everything because if 1 think of it, many of us who are
coming h m India they're coming fiom rurai areas and doctors are not available
so the spiritual healers are the ones who have been (women's counsellor).

Even if the f d l y physician is h m an Indo-Canadian background and speaks
Punjabi difficulties arise.
Westem-trained South Asian physicians, they are South Asian by origin, westem-

trained doctors by what they practice. [Clients] and their families will go see
family practitioners that happen to be South Asian. But they are westem trained.
They are going to be seeing the illness in the way that the dominant culture,
medical profession sees it. The doctors see them as requiring medication and are
often quite negative about them insofar as there is no treatment for this; he (the
client) is going to have to take this medication for the rest of his life, which is
pretty harsh for the family to hear.

They are not accessing psychiatrists

necessarily; they wouldn't get them unless they are in the hospital (Carole, farnily
counsellor),
Families not wanting others fo knowhhame

Jagdave identified that one of reasons for not accessing services is farnilies do not
want others to know about their problems. The respondent describes:
There is also the idea what can an outsider do. They don? want an outsider to
know. Cerîainly not someone h m the community.. .and ofien not anyone.
Jagdave further expands his point:
There is some sense of shame or fear as there is with any family dealing with
mental illness. nlness is not an uncornmon experience; maybe harsh to Say, but
my clients don? expect respect going to these places (formal mainstream mental
health services). 1 think they have experiences every day of racism, which
cumulatively add up. To risk going in showing their family member who is like
out to lunch and get dismissed. .&y decide.. .we'll take care of it ouselves
(alcohol and drug counsellor).

FateKisrnet
A belief thaî "kismet*' (destiny, fate) is responsible for mental wellnesdheaith

distress restricted some hinjabi Sikh community members îrom accessing formai mental
health services. Two of the four semice providers gave such examples. C a d e recalls
that with her family counselhg clients:
Probably 80 per cent of clients, 1 see will have some concept of destiny, fate
being involved in what they are experiencing.
Jasbir remembers her women's counselling clients expressing related beliefs:
"Mere Karm". It's my "kismet". It's a big part because then they Say they can't
do anything better now and that's written there. 1was just thinking of some of the
families where they've been given [the marriage has been arranged by families]
to a schizophrenic parmer. 1 think it's just, we talked about the karma story;
talked about the religious belief system so that was done. It was written in my
past, so 1 have to do something different here, and then it will go away. So the
treatment that îhey (spiritual healers) recommend will be quite different kom,
Say, for example, western doctors.
The treatment recommended by spiritual healers may include certain rituals such

as prayers, giving financial donations to temples, or even changes in eating patterns. The
individuals, or other f d l y members may carry out such rituals.
Once again the difficulties identified in accessing mainstream mental health care
services illusûate both cultural and structural dimensions. Although certain issues are
clearly cultural (families not wanting others to know/shame, fatefkismet) or structurai

(stereotypinglessentiaiizing,biomedicd background of the family physician, others such
language difficulties are both cultural and structural.

Overcoming Barrien to Accessing Mental Health Care Services
Al1 service providers were asked to give some input on ways of overcoming some
barriers in accessing mental health care services for the Punjabi Sikh immigrant
community. The need to shift the mental health institutional system and to irnprove the
format and tools used in assessment of clients was considered central to modifying the

mainstream mental health system. Carole the family counsellor concluded:
Health professionals today have to be aware of the total context of a person's life.
That the kind of categorisation and discreet categones that, you know a lot of
assessment foms even have little boxes you check off, aren't as usehl as when
they were constnicted.
She goes on to discuss how as health professionals, we need to be aware of the
importance of client assessment, which in retum influences appropriate treatment:
We really need to think how we gather information about a client and then how
we are going to use it. So nght fiom the beginning, when you are sitting with
someone, you need to be aware of the assessment devices are defining
assumptions and consûucting assumptions about that person even as they go
dong. Like what questions are they asking him; why or where do these questions
corne h m ? What is the idea behind the pathology of this? You know, is it a
western mode1 of behaviour that we're now deciding is the pathology if the
person doesn't exhibit it or does exhibit it, like independence versus dependency?
So the whole thing has to be thought about, how you are collecting the
information on the person to begin with, then you should go on looking at how

are we going to put into a plan of care for this person.
Carole disclosed the racism encountered by some of her clients and suggests that

mental health institution d m need to change:

Without acknowledging that they (Punjabi Sikh clients) get disrespect and even

racism al1 the time, we can't begin to acknowledge or remedy the barriers that
exist in earlier preventative services (family counsellor),
Overcoming baniers to accessing mental health care services included a
combined shifi in both cultural and structurai dimensions in the mainstream health care
systems.

Community Members Responses
Al1 twenty of the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community members interviewed in
this study, were receiving either settlement services or adult English improvement classes
at Surrey Delta immigrant Services Society. Most of these individuals had come to the
agency seeking assistance in job training courses or to improve their English ability so
they wouId be able to find suitable employment.
Twelve participants were females and eight were males. Nineteen of the twenty
community members inte~ewedanived to the suburban City of Surrey, d e r living in
rural villages in Punjab al1 their lives. Of the twelve femaies in this study, nine came to
Canada through their husbands' sponsoring them after marriage, while extended family
members sponsored (one female was adapted by an uncle) the other three. Eleven of the
fernale participants had arrived in Canada less than four months pnor to the interview,
while one lived here for more than two years. The age of the females ranged between
nineteen and twenty-six. Their completed education level on arriva1 to Canada, ranged
fiom grade school (three) to college/university (nine). One of participants had completed
her MA in Punjabi Studies.

For the male participants, seven came to Canada through family sponsorship

wbile one immigratecl through spousal sponsorship. Of the eight males, four had, at the
time of the interview, been in Canada less than six months, while the other four had lived
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here h m a year and half to three years. The age of the participants ranged fiom
eighteen to sixty two years. Their completed education level on arrivai to Canada, ranged
fiom grade school (four) to college/university (four). The sixty-two year old participant
had worked as a teacher in Punjab.

Data was analysed by gender and age within the

community group; analysis by gender and age revealed some differences.

Definition of wellnesshealth
Establishing understanding of wellness and health with community member
respondents proved to be very valuable. Such discussion allowed for the Punjabi Sikh
immigrants to express their understandings of wellness and health, and by contrast what
constituted distress of mental wellnesdhealth. Some common themes: a stable and
prosperous hctioning family, having employment, having the fieedom to making one's

own choices, not having ernotionai stress or physical disability, and displaying good
rnanners, behaviour and habits.

Of the 20 respondents 15 (7 males and 8 fernales), expressed the importance of
healthy family functioning and individual wellness and health. Following are a selection
of statements regarding what contributes to mental wellness/health:
Having a good family, no family problems, no fighting in family.. .that's the only
way to be healthy.
Having kids and they are well educated, brings farnily happiness (62-year old
elderly male).
For five (1 female and 4 males) of the twenty community rnembers, employment
was seen to contribute to good heaith and wellness. A young fernale explains:
Being employed keeps you busy, when you're busy there is no time to have bad
thought in your mind.

Some gender differences were observed in the answers. More males identified
employment in relation to good health and wellness. Three of the four males also put

emphasis on not only having ernployment but the importance of having a 'good' job.
High paying employment, which would be suitable to their skills and education level,
seemed to define a 'good' job. A male community member put it this way:

I will be tmly happy, when 1 get a good job, at that time 1will be able to buy what
1 want.

In this study, the importance of having the fieedom to make one's own choices
appeared to relate to gender.

Of the 20 participants, only females identified such a

concem. Five of the twelve females expressed comparable ideas regarding following
their own choices and having the finances to do so:
What is in you heart, mind (23-year-old female).
Not depend on others (26-year-old female).

In India you are depending on your husband.. .because 1have not found a job, I'm
still depending on husband (24-year-old female).
Able to buy what you want (27-year-old female).
Other answers included: not having emotional stress or physical disability (one
male), and having appropriate social skills (three males and one female).
No pressure on mind, no tension, no pains in your body, not having a disability
(physically disabled male).
Display good behaviour, manners, and habits (18-year-old-male).
Nice behaviour and be nice to everyone (23-year-old female).
Similar to the responses h m the service providers, community members also
expressed the importance of the family to individual, in relation to mental

wellnesdhealth. A holistic approach, which included both cultural and structural factors,
was also apparent.

Challenges of Immigration support systems
The stress of settling in a new country and adapting to a new culture, and leaving
family behind, were some of the issues identified which affect wellness for many new
immigrants. Community members identified some comrnon positive and negative
cultural differences in their process of adjusting to life in Canada.

Some common

themes emerged: the importance of employment; the reduction of available leisure tirne
for all; govemment and administrative differences; and separation of families.

Social/Leisure Time
Eight participants, al1 whom had lived iheir entire lives in rural Punjab villages
pnor to immigration, identified a signifiant decrease in sociaYleisure time.

One

intewiewee explained:
In india people have more time...here you don? see anyone during the

week, .,only on weekends...no one has time to talk here. The only way to
socialise here is through work.. .if you're not working, you don7 know what to
do.
Everyone works here ...living is different here...y0 u can't drop off at any
people's house without phoning.. .theyire busy and not at home (24-year-old
female).
Two female community members stiare their observation of change in social
interaction time available to them and their families:
Canadian life is busy, India more leisure thne (2 1-year-old femaie).
No one has tirne to talk.. .even living in one family, you never see each other (26old-fernale).
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Standard of living

The difference in material culîure and daily services was another common theme
identified. Several community members explain:
In Canada there are better homes, better roads here...trafic d e s ,

driving...governent rules are great here.. .rules are different here.. .police is
good here (many comrnunity members).
Kitchen is different, food is not as fiesh.. .no water problem (in Canada),
electricity not a problem. School is very different here.. .less discipline.. .need
more homework (female community mernber)
Employment

Although many Punjabi Sikh community members identified the ease in
obtaining material goods in Canada, they also recognised stresses and pressures in the
importance in finding employment.
in india no need to find a job.. .lots of pressure in Canada.. .not having a driver's
license you can't do anything (23 year old married female).
India is fiee life.. .coming here.. .ne4 to find job.. .never learned how to find job,
work outside the home...in India, after rnarriage the expectation was to work
inside the home (26 year old married female).
We were settled (in Punjab)...now having to fhd a job, a home.. .a car.. .your
mind does feel sad (24 year old single female)
Family Separation

The stress and dificulties expresseci in separating Çom families aIso
demonstrated significant gender diffmnces.

M y females identified the issues of

isolation and lack of support in relation ta separation fiom farnily. Al1 eight females had

immigrated through family sponsorship, seven througti marriage and one through
adoption. Various female community members had this to say:
Very modem people here...no parents~brothercan't talk to anyone.. .life is very
stressfiil hem, people are away al1 the tirne...only see them two days (young
female adopted by her uncle).
Coming to Canada. ..have to live with in-laws.. .the way you speak to your own
family, you can't with in-laws (young newlywed female).
Stresses of not having my family here.. .miss not being able to taik to my
mother.. miss family very much (26-year-old newlywed female).
Once again community members highlight challenges of immigration, which
include both cultural and sîructural dimensions.

Prevention of emotlonal distress
Community members shared a variety of ways keeping themselves emotionally
welihealthy.

Activities mentioned include spiritual and religious practices; physical

fitness; taking tirne to socialise; and consulting with family members for rnaking
individual decisions. Community members share their experiences:
Exercise, go out and socialise (22 year old married male)
Watch Hindi movie, go shopping (30 year old single male)
Take English classes, takes courses, listening to and abiding to elderd wishes (1 8
years old single male)
Get jobs and eat gwd food (23 year old married female).
The only area where there appeared to be gender difference was in the use of
spiritual and religious practice in preventive health and wehess. Six respondents (five
females and one male) were involved in spiritual and religious practice for sewfamily

wellness. Al1 the female respondents were in their twenties while the single male
respondent was in his early sixties.
Al1 six participants talked about reading the 'Guruanth Shab' (Sikh holy book) or
doing 'phat' (praying). Two of the five females revealed that they also were wearing
rings made with spiritual Stones. The colour of the Stone was customised from
interpreting individual 'Junam Pathra' (scriptures relating your birth date and time).
One young female recalled her family completing a 'Sukia Sukinee' (promises made to

God for blessing and in r e m , family may organise religious readings, sent monies to
Gurudwara (Sikh temple) in India or visit a certain Gurudwara in India) for her after she
safely entered Canada.

Supports Accessed in Emotional Distress
Of the twenty cornmunity members intcrviewed, al1 had identified that they
would seek support fiom their fmilies when they are emotionally distressed. Two
participants identified seeking support Çom a religious leader or place of worship. As
outlined in the earlier literature review and interview with service providers, emotional
distress for many South Asian clients is ofien expressed in physical sensations. It is not
surprising then that the only medical professional identified by the participants (two
females) in support for emotional distress was the family physician.
When interviewing community mernbers, it was difficult to discuss barriers in
mental health care services. Nineteen of the hventy participants were not aware of the
role of mental heaith professionals such as psychiaûists or psychologists. Nine
community members identified the presence of social workers in hdia. But one
cornmunity member clarified that these social workers were mostly in the larger cities
such as Delhi and not in villages of Punjab.

In the findings of this investigation both service providers and community
rnembers indicated that the individual's mental wellness/health is inter linked to social,
cultural and structural factors. For the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community the structural

and economic challenges of reseîtlement, racisrn, employment discrimination, and
cultural challenges relating to language for example, affect the community in accessing
mainstream community senicing agencies.

Chapter VI
Interpretation: mental wellnesshealth concerns in the Punjabi Sikh immigrant
community

Chapter six will interpret and present the implications of the findings. The chapter
concludes with an outline of considerations for mainstream health care practitioners in
providing accessible and culturally responsive mental welinesdhealth care for the
Punjabi Sikh immigrant community and by extension, possible implications for other
minority communities and the structure of mainstream health care as well. The data
andysis in conjunction with the research and theory suggests two main perspectives for
interpreting mental wellness/health concems in the Punjabi Sikh immigrant community.
The first of these perspectives relates to differences in respective meaning systems,
regarding mental wellness, of mainstream health care systems and Punjabi Sikhs. The
second perspective relates to structural factors implicated in mental weliness. In some
instances insights provided by the data suggest places where these two theoretical
orientations coincide.

Differences between mainstream and Punjabi Sikh meaning systems relating to
mental wellnesslhealth
A variety of ethno-specific studies and a body of theoretical literature focus on

cultural discontinuities behveen ethnic minocity comrnunity members and mainstream
agencies. Waxler-Morrison, Anderson and Richardson (1990) illustrated the importance
of understanding that health care is a social and cultural process, where the mainstream
caregiver and the immigrant client likely bring different beliefs, expectations, and
practices to the encounter. In these cultural and social analyses regarding immigrant
cornmunities' understandings of wellnessihealth two main areas have become a focus.
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FUst the culturally b a s 4 differences in the notion of sickness and treatment, and second,
the respective perceptions of caregiver and clients regardhg the role and responsibilities
of clients. Peters (1987), Popatia (1995), Task Force on Mental Health (1988), Culture
and Health 2000 (1996), and Hughes (1993), al1 indicate there are cultural differences
between the ways in which mainstream health services and ethnic minority communities
understand the sources and nature of illness and health and respective responsibilities of
caregivers and client. The differences in notions of sickness and treatment identified in
this research are, interconnection of family and the individual, and the holistic approach
to wellness/health. The respective responsibility of the client and caregiver are also
presented.
Interconnection of family and the individual

The differences behveen understandings that members of the Punjabi Sikh
immigrant community have of mental wellnesdhealth, and those of representative
Canadian mainstream Society and health services, were apparent from the experiences
shared both by the service providers and the community members. The service providers
specified that the mental wellnesdhealth of the Punjabi Sikh individual is oflen
intercomected with hidher family. The interconnection or lack of comection with the
family was seen as a source of support or altematively the cause of stresddistress for the
individual.
Carole, pointed out that "everybody's funçtioning in the family, not just on
their own.. .[making it] hard to separate out what they are experiencing as an individual
and what the farnily is experiencing". Similar to the service providers, most of the
community members expressed the importance of wellness/health of family bctioning

in relation to individual wellnesdhealth. Various community members gave examples of
"having a good family, no family problems, no fighting in family.. .that's the only way to
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be healthf'. The enormous value placed on interdependence, co-operation, and loyalty
to the family has been documented elsewhere (Henry, Tator, Math & Rees, 1995). It is
seen that for immigrant cultures independence h m the family is not a primary goal. In
fact each family rnernber is expected to put the fmily's needs ahead of individuai desires
(British Columbia Task Force cited in Henry,Tator, Mattis & Rees, 1995).
Accessing the family unit in time of distress, as service providers point out, was
because many Punjabi Sikh families did not want others to loiow about their problems or
that "for many minorhies, sharing intimate aspects of one's experiences only occurs Aer

a long and intense relationship has been established" (Henry, Tator, Mattis, & Rees,
1995, p. 160). This interconnection of family and the individuai is apparent to both the
service providers and community members as they note that the available family network
was the most acceptable support system initially considered in times of emotional

distress.
The importance of rnaintaining the interconnections of the family unit in mental
wellness/health is also supported by the historical pattern of Punjabi Sikh immigration to
Canada. Ethno-specific research on the South Asian community also establishes that the
family reunification immigration process is the process commonly undertaken by South
Asian families (Lee & Cheong, 1993; Buchignani, 1985; Assanand, Dias, Richardson, &
Waxler-Momson, 1990).
It is also apparent in data h m this investigation that immigration as structured by
the Canadian government conûibutes to family interconnections. For exmple, of the

twenty-community participants in this investigation, al1 came to Canada through family
sponsorship. The immigration process has very important structural implications for
family connectedness. In this regard theoretical considerations raised by structural

analyses and cultural analyses coincide to illustrate how specific structurai arrangements
may appear culturaily supportive but may nevertheless create problems and stresses.
Thus, family reunification as a critenon for immigration can play a supportive
role, however, it can also create stress of a variety of types in relation to diverse
circumstances of particular individuals. For exarnple, while the cultural notion of united
families and the structural requirements of immigration policy have apparent similarities,
the econornic requirement associated with sponsorship and ten year economic
responsibility of the sponsor, imposes a structural demand which is difficult and stresshl
for many to comply with.
The positive aspect of family reunification is that it brings farnilies together so
more individuals have assistance in initial processes of setting up households. However
the newly settled individual is often expected to serve as a sponsor for family in Punjab.
Women who immigrate to Canada and marry aiready settled men lose close contact with
their farnilies. Moreover there are expectations that as soon as they are settled and have
met econornic requirements laid out by Canada Immigration, they will sponsor their
families. It became apparent frorn the questions many female community rnembers
addressed to me after the formai interviews were concluded that they were experiencing
stress about the mechanics, feasibility and timing of themselves being sponsors. This
was especially difficult for women in compatison to men because of the greater
challenges they expenence finding employment.
Holistic approach to wellnessfiealth

For Punjabi Sikh community participants in this research, mental wellnesshealth
included a holistic understanding of social, economic, physical and emotional factors.
Comrnunity members expressed that having a stable and prosperous fiinctioning family,

baving employment, absence of emotional stress and physical disability and bebaving in
sociaily acceptable ways were d l important in maintainhg wellaess/health.
Service pmviders specified, that the Punjabi Sikh community's understanding of
wellness/health often combines al1 aspects of physical, mental and spiritual
wellness/health. A family counsellor outlined that different understandings of mental
weliness/health between mainsbeam health services and the Punjabi Sikh immigrant
community have led to misdiagnoses by mainstream agencies and resulted in
inappropriate referrals.
in the present study this is illustrated by Carole's statement that because of these

différences in understanding:
health professionais today have to be aware of the total context of a person's
Iife.. .categorisation and discreet categories that.. .a lot of assessrneni forms even
have little boxes you check off, aren't as useful as when they were constructed.

[Health professional] need to be aware the assessrnent devices are definhg
assumptions and constructing assumptions about that person.. .So the whole thing
has to be thought about, how you are collecting the information on the person to
begin with, then you should go on looking at how are we going to put into action
a plan of care for this person.
This relationship has been documented by Belliapa (1991) who points out that for
South Asians, the distinction between the mind and body is not prominent and ernotiond
states may not be regardecl as pathological but within the reahs of normality and
wmected to social roles. Belliapa's observations correspond with the perspective
articdated by Jagdave, the alcohol and dnig counsellor, who understands that Punjabi
Sikh community members speak of emotion and physical ailments in an interconnected

way.
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For these reasons, b u s e (1989), in Sinking Hearî: A Punjabi Communicatiort of
Distress develops a mode1 in which physical, emotionai and social distresses are part of

the same "illness complex". In the immigrant Punjabi community in Bradford, England,
he observeci that the expression of heart symptoms was associateci with circumstances in
which individuals fed loss of control emotionally and socially. Sinking heart, 'di1ghirda
hai ', is not ody a metaphor for emotional and social distress but physicai symptoms as

well. In the Bradford study the Punjabis aiso emphasise the role of the heart in
facilitating processes of transformation. The heart is primarily seen as a regulator of life
forces throughout the body. As one Punjabi immigrant pointed out, 'The heart is very
important, it is more important than the brain "dimaag"(Krause, 1989).
Notion of sickness

According to Waxler-Momson, Anderson, and Richardson (1990) Western
health models oflen attribute disease to individual behaviour, such as exposing oneself to
germs or eating improperly. For example, in the area of mental health, mainstrearn
notions about sickness and treatment of mental illnesses are derived primarily fiom the
fields of psychiatry, psychoiogy, and sociology (Popatia, 1995). Mental illness or
disorders are thought to resuit fiom biological and psychological pathologies in
individuals who are genetically vuinerable and predisposed. This is consistent with a
culture of medicine in which the patient and the practitioner both believe that bacteria
and viruses, for example, cause disease.

In contrast, many South Asians view illnesses h m principles of Ayurvedic
health. in this approach illness is a result of imbalance in the body humours, bile, wind
and phlegrn and the purpose of treatment is to re-establish the balance (Assanand, Dias,
Richardson, & Waxler-Momson, 1990). An imbalance in humours can result fiom
various sources, but dietary imbalance is probably the most common cause of iliness.
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For example, a headache may be explained as result of eating too many eggs, which are
believed to be "hot" foods. For mental illnesses, possession by a demon or the "evil eye"
of a jealous neighbour may explain such illness.
Difference in the notion of sickness for Punjabi Sikhs has been identified by
service providers in this investigation. Carole describes:
South Asian community doesn't think preventative.. .some may believe if you
talk about it, it may happen.. .I think in North Amenca we anticipate illness quite
a bit.. .I remember growing up leaming the seven danger signals that you might
have cancer. They are on the bus advertisernents. 1 think that we (Canadian
raised) have a perspective of expectation of illness and look for warning signs,
that we have to eat the right things and do the right things. My clients from the
South Asian Comrnunity have an expectation of wellness, 1 would Say. When
distress comes into their life, like emotional, they are very perplexed by it
because ...they are doing al1 the right things. Fulfilling their role in the family, in
their jobs and fulfilling hem seives spiritually perhaps.
From the Punjabi Sikh community members, it appeared they do not plan for
sickness prevention in the same way mainstream community members do as described by
C a d e above. For exarnple, for these Punjabi Sikh immigrants mental distress was seen

as a result of reduction of available sociaVleisure tirne, the stresses and pressures of
finding employment, or the separation h m family.
Notion of treatment

Popatia's (1995) research on South Asians' notions of sickness and treatrnent of
mental illness contrasts with Canadian or Western explanatory health models. One goal
of this research is to understand differences and similarities in the two models in order to
promote the deconstruction of cultural barxiers between mental health professionals and
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the South Asian population. Popatia's findings illustrate that in most of South Asia, the
bio-medical mode1 of health care CO-existswithin the maûix of a pluralistic system
which consists of a variety of practitioners, schools of thought, disciplines and ways of
accessing services. She concludes that the health care system in South Asia is plwaiistic
and access to the professional (bio-medical, Aywvedic), the folk (astrologers, herbalists,
temples, shrines and others) and popular (lay public) sectors allows clients to control the
process of seeking and receiving treatment. in contrast, in Canada, with the domination
of a bio-medical health care system, heaiers with magical, supematural, and spiritual
powers are marginalized (Popatia, 1995).
For immigrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry in this study their confidence in non-biomedical wellnesdhealth care systems were of prime importance. In interpreting the use
of these complementary healing systerns it is important to recognise the ways in which
these health systems are growing and changing and to avoid stereotyping and viewing
these healing systems as exotic, unchanging, or as the 'other'. Both service providers
and community members in this investigation discussed the importance of the familiar
spiritual healing support system accessed by Punjabi Sikh immigrants in their new life in
Canada. This complementary system of care included engaging in religious prayers or
taking a spirituaijoumey (baptism, consulting a spiritual healer). One female community
member told about her family's completion of 'Sukia Sukinee' (promises made to God
for blessing) d e r she arrived safely Uito Canada.
SeMce provider Jasbir also gives examples, "even here [in Canada], in the
community many.. .go to the temple.. .to ease their pain.. .this 'Baba ji' ...[will give]
blessing and hope that al1 the things [distress] will go away". The 'Baba ji', are ofien
seen to hold wisdom and ofien some connection to God. Their advice is guiding the
family/individual h m their physicaVemotional distress. Generally, most of these
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spintuai heaiers accepted or tolerated the role of biomedicine and do not seem to have a
cornpetitive relationship (Popatia, 1995).
Carole shares that the spirituai jowney, "had to do with lessening of stress and

...feeling more c0~eCtedand more supported back in India, than [in Canada]".

The

spirituai journey to enhance family mental wellnesdhealth may include travelling to
India as well as carrying out financiai commitments. As Jagdave describes:
some go to bdia and get help h m 'sants' or religious places. They pray.. .they

..

make deals with God.. if my family members set better 1 will have a 'Phaat'
( t h e days of reading the Sikh holy book). ..i will donate money to temples here
or send some money back home to a temple in India.
These services providers saw the use of spiritual healing as a way for Punjabi
Sikh immigrants to take back control of their mental wellnesdhealth through their

spintual journeys to be baptised, consulting spiritual healers or engaging in prayers.

Responsibility of the individual clieni and caregiver
Waxler-Momson, Anderson and Richardson (1990), Henry, Tator, Mattis, and
Rees (1995) and Hughes, (1993) highlight that cultural differences, respectively between
mainstream and immigrant minority communities, in perceptions of the role and
responsibility of the individual client, can be a barrier for immigrant minority
comrnunities' access to health services. In the mainstream, the responsibility and
expectation is that the individual client is largely responsible for getting well (WaxlerMomson, Anderson, & Richardson, 1990). The client should provide concise and
relevant information about his or her symptoms to the caregiver, and the client should
follow the technical recommendations of the health professional if the illness is to be
cured (Hughes, 1993).

However, the fact that many minority groups consider social and health concerns
to be a collective problem, afXecting others as well as the person seeking help, is seen to
be a significant barrier between immigrant clients and mainstream human services

(Henry, Tator, Mattis, & Rees, 1995). The concept that members of both the immediate
and extended farnily, especially elders, are expected to be involved in the assessment and
treatment of the problem, conflicts with centrality of the individual which is a foundation
of human services in Western societies.
Data fiom the service providers and the community members further supports the
collective family unit's role in assessment and plan of care, as the family was ofien the
most acceptable support considered by Punjabi Sikhs. An eighteen-year-old single male
cornmunity member expressed the importance of consulting with farnily members for
making individual decisions. He felt that "listening to and abiding to elders' wishes"
would support keeping him emotionally welUhealthy.

Structural factors implicated in mental wellnesslhealth
Counter poised to the culturai and social analyses outlined in the preceding
sections, there is a complementary body of theory arguing fiom a structural perspective

on inequalities. In this perspective Canada's socially constructed health care system in
which biomedicine is the dominant medical mode1 (Jiwani, 2000, Chabot, 1999;
Anderson & Kirkham, 1998) is seen as rooted in principles of individualism (Anderson,
1990). in these analyses not only is culture, but also gender, class, and racial power

differences, are seen to be implicated in health care provision.
The theoretical orientations stressing analysis of structural inequalities help us to

better understand challenges for minority ethnic communities in the process of
resettlernent and adjustment to socio-economic life in Canada. The dominance of the biomedical health care and racism are salient dimensions. The role of employment in these
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structural inequalities, as well as how employment concems differentially affect men and
women, are also of particular concern.
The understanding by Punjabi Sikh community members of structural inequalities
was not apparent h m this study. One reason for this may be that for many community
members the primary needs of finding employment, establishing economic stabiIity, and
finding ways to continue family unity, are on the forefiont. Time to think of the
structural inequalities may appear later as these community members become more
settled in the country. Howevet, service providers in this investigation did highlight both
structural inequalities of dominance of bio-medical health care and the existence of
racism.
Dominance of Bio-Medical health cure
Service providers describe dificulties in mainstrearn health professional's
assessment of mental wellnesdhealth distress and the plan of care for Punjabi Sikh
community members because of the dominance of bio-medical model. Family
counsellor, Carde, illustrates how for the family physician, even physicians of South
Asian origin, understanding of mental wellness/health is embedded in the dominant biomedical cultural notion of distress and plan of c m . Such an understanding of the notion

of sickness often does not allow equal refmal to pluralist systems of care. For example
the family physician plan of care often includes prescription drugs, which are not
considered the most acceptable care by community members. The importance of the
family physician is highlighted, as helshe is most cornmon mainstrearn health
professional accessed by Punjab Sikh community members.
When the bio-medical plan of care is not considered acceptable for community
members, it is documented that complementary/pluraiistic systems of care, including

spintual systems, are utilised by Punjabi Sikh comrnunity members. The spiritual plan of
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care may include religious praym aud spirituai journey as discussed eariier in notion of
treatment.
Racism

The racism, which exists in the mainstream health care system and acceptance of
this racism by Punjabi community members, were also of concem. As a family
counsellor working in a multicultural organisation, Carole gave examples of how the
mainstream health services categorise aU concerns of visible minorities as problems
relating to immigration, even when the visible minority client is not a new immigrant.
She says,

the largest problem we have is we ofien get referrals where we are told from
mental health centres, oh it is a cultural issue, and the assumption has been made
because the person doesn't appear to be fiom the dominant culture. It is silliness,
so they [mental health staffJ are ûying to fit everybody into the same box and
really nervous because they can't do it.. .and so their idea is that well, we will cal1
it a cultural awareness if you don't fit into this box, and will send you some place
[immigrant service agency] where they can help you, which is insulting.
Carole's point illusirates how for visible minority clients, multicultural agencies

are often referred to as a place of care, even if the issues presented by the client are not
specifically related to cultural considerations.
Docurnented also in the data is the intemalised racism experienced by Punjabi
Sikh community members. Jagdave relates that his clients don? expect respect going in

to formal mainstream health services, because of the cumulative racism they encountered
from the wider Canadian society. Carole, m e r discusses that without acknowledging
that the Punjabi Sikh community faces disrespect and racism in institutional encounters

and in encounters in the comrnunity, it is difficult to plan for overcoming barriers that
exist in health care services.
Employment

The importance and stresses associated with employment were repeatedly
discussed throughout this investigation. Many Punjabi Sikh community members
recognised the stress and pressures of finding employment. A newly mamied Punjabi
Sikh female relates, "in india no need to find a job.. .lots of pressure in Canada*'. Service
providers also emphasised the stressful circumstances of obtaining employment for
Punjabi immigrant cornmunity members, especially for individuals with higher levels of
education. As Jagdave explains,
for some because they can't speak the language, they look different, their
education is nai valued in Canada.. .even to get a job. . A ' s easier if people were
doing labour jobs back home,..they'll get a quick low paying job and get on with
it ...those how come with an education and from wedthy families, they have the

hardest t h e .
The research of White & Nanda (1989) and Jiwani (2000) also identify this
problem of mismatch b e w n Ievels of skill and employment opportunities.

As

illustrated by White & Nanda (1989) despite much higher than average educational levels
in the Canadian population at large, the average eamed incomes for both South Asian
men and women are slightly less than the average Canadian population at large. Jiwani
(2000) also gives examples of employment difficulties where Canadian privilege is

protected. Foreign doctors or nurses h m 'developing couutries' have difficulty in
meeting the requirements for recertification. These examples demonstrate the systemic
racism in Canada's institutions, made apparent in the limited access to employment
opportunities available to ethnic minority immigrant comrnunities such as Punjabi Sikhs.
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Difficulty in gaining appropriate employment can in turn create stresses to mental
wellbeing.
Gender

From the data collected h m the conununity members, hi& paying employment,
which would be suitable to their skills and education level, was more oflen identified as
important by Punjabi Sikh community males than females. The hndings of White and
Nanda (1989) also supports that more South Asian men than women, are in skiiled
professions and have a higher eamed income.

In this study, service providers did not identify any apparent employment gender
differences. However, fiom the Punjabi Sikh community respondents and fiom studies
on South Asian women and employment (Naidoo, 1990; Ng, 1990; Ralston, 1991),
gender differences appeared regarding the role of employment. A Punjabi Sikh female in
her mid-twenties shares, "India is fiee life.. .cornhg here.. .need to find a job.. .[q never
learned how to find a job, work outside the home. ..in india, af?er marriage the
expectation was to work inside the home".
For the female members of the Punjabi Sikh comrnunity, employment was seen
as important because it provided the fieedom to make one's own choices and this was
connected to having iheir own discretionary income. Some female community members
expressed it this way, "in india you are depending on you husband. ..because 1 have not
found a job, I'm still depending on [my] husband".
The importance of ernployment has also been identified by many studies on
economic variables in maintaining wellnesshealth (Naidoo, 1990; Ng, 1990; Ralston,
1991). From the perspective of roldidentity conflict and feminist empowerment theory,
Naidoo (1990) addresses the impact on "visible" Asian minority women's self-identity
and self-esteem in relation to barriers to successful employment. She illustrates that for
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Asian women, in addition to obstacles generated by gender, language, educatiodskills or
Canadian work experiences, racist values that still plague Canadian society also affect
employment opportunities and upward mobility for women.
Ralston (1991), suggests, that to understand South Asian immigrant women's
employment experience, the dynamic interrelationships of race, class and gender must be
considered, particularly with respect to their intercomectedness in specific Canadian
contexts, namely, the location of immigrant women within the political economy.
Without understanding the sociaVeconomic inequitable structures both outside and
within the home, ethnic minority women will continue to be in positions where they are
more wlnerable to exploitation, isolation and alienation.
Importance of Social, Cultural, and Structural Factors Implicated in Mental
Wellnesshealth of the Punjabi Sikh Immigrant Community

The experiences of immigrants of Punjabi Sikh ancestry provide us with an
opporiunity to examine social, cultural and structural factors implicated in mental
wellnessihealth of the community and to consider ways in which mental health
professionals could better support ethnic minority immigrant comrnunities to access
appropriate mental wellnessihealtli services.
It is commonly assumeci in a variety of cultural studies that if we know how an
immigrant client groups d e h e s wellness and their customary approaches to supporting
wellness that mainstream western services might be appropriately adapted and certainly
adaptation would be advisable. However simply addressing the cultural dimensions does
not take into account that these beliefs and practices are being inserted into entirely new
social structures. Part of what is new is the Canadian mainstream services but another
part that is new is the social configuration of the Punjabi family, heaith and occupational
practices, as these are re-structureci by mainstream society. Changes in patterns of
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sociability, employment, gender relations and relations between the generations are now
part of the new social system within which cultural beliefs and practices in health must

operate.
Therefore in providing assistance to Punjabi-Sikh immigrants it is essential to
look not only at the cultural practices but also at the new social structures in which these
will need to be practised. There are possibilities for these changed circumstances
creating opportunities for new approaches for both mainstream and minonty immigrant
communities.
At present because of the privileged positions and structural power of mainstream
health and employment systems and the way these constmct family and community life,
the possibilities for acknowledging and supporting minonty practices and meaning
system are minimised. Nevertheles these meanings and practices do endure and provide
potential complementary systems of well being for Punjabi Sikh as well as other groups

in Canada.
Recommendations

Documenting the social, cultural and structural circumstances of the Punjabi Sikh
immigrant communiîy may provide valuable insight in providing culturally responsive
seMces by mainstream and immigrant servicing mental weilness/heaith service
providers, planners and for Canadian society at large.
To provide culturaliy responsive mental weliness/health services for clients of
Punjabi Sikh ancestry, there fùst needs to be an understanding of complexities: the
social, cultural and structurai factors invoived in mental wellness/heahh distress of the
client. For example, realising Punjabi Sikh Unmigrant women may be faced with the
stresses associateâ with unemployment, low income, lack of own family support, change

in gender d e , change in economic position in family unit, stress of marriage, stress of
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maintahhg a household as well as the stress of m g to bring fimily members over

h m Punjab gives insight into the complexities of c m .
Cultural& and Strrtctlrra& Responsive Smegies fur Mental Welhesaealth: Roles
of Service PrUJessionuls
Service professionals ned to acknowldge that there are clifferences between
mainstream and Pwjabi Sikh meaning systerns relating to mental wellness/health. For
example, the intake person should be knowledgeable about the interconnections of family
and the individual; responsibility of the individual client; the interconnection of physical

and mental wellnesdhealth, cultural and social interconnections; notion of sickness; and
notion of treatment. Giving qua1 respect to the Punjabi Sikh complementary practices
of health care without stereotyping should be part of the frame of reference for the intake
professional.
Secondly, intake professionals need to make use of assessment processes, which
address the social, cultural and structural factors salient in their clients' lives. For
example, in one section of the assessment, have a variety of questions, which address not
only mental health, but also, the physical health and the economic circumstances of the
client.

in a second section, have a set of questions on the social and cultural

environment. For exampte: Which members of the family do you consider supportive?
Which members of the family are contributhg to the mental wellness/health distress?
Are you separateci h m family members who would have custornarily supported you
during mental wellness/health distress? In a thid section, have questions, which address

structural factors. For women, it may be the stress of employment, the changing of her

role in the family socially and economically, and how these factors are implicated in her
and her farnily's mental wellnesdhealth.

Thirdly, the intake person n d s to deveiop a plan of care, which supports the
various social, cultural and structural factors. For example, if a Punjabi Sikh client has
expressed the need for consulting a spintual healer, the intake person needs to
acknowledge and include this in the overaii plan of care of this client.
Finally, intake professionals need to take a pro-active role to insure that their
agencies, mainstrearn and immigrant sewicing, bringing these issues to the attention of
program funding sources such as Ministry of Health, and other govemment agencies.

Cultural& and Structural& Responsive Strategies for Mental WellnescF/nealth:
Planners

In planning culturally responsive mental wellnesdhealth services for clients of
Punjabi Sikh ancestry, social and health planners need also to understand social, cultural
and structural complexities involved in mental wellnesdhealth distress of the client. Such
an understanding in planning could tead to provisions for programs, which provide equal
access to complementary along with the biomedical health care. Planning should take a
holistic approach, which provides support not ody for specific episodes of emotional
distress but also support for issues relating to the broad ranging stresses of family,
racisrn, or employment. For individuals in the Punjabi Sikh community an effective care
plan will need to examine the social context, view the circumstances fiom a community
perspective and develop a care plan which includes the interlinking of the extended
family in Canada and possibly in the country of origin as well.
Popatia (1994) suggests when planning mental health programs for the South
Asian community, related economic issues of hidden and direct fînancial costs, time
schedules and program content would have to be addressed and negotiated in order to
maximise effectiveness. For example, to state that a group of Indo-Canadian women

were not motivated for therapy because they did not take t h off fiom work to attend

weekly sessions would not be a fair statement in light of their economic situations.
As Canadiaas, we bave been asked by governent to recognise that immigrant

communities play a vital d e in the country's social, cultural and economic structures.
Having mainsiream health services accessible to the Punjabi Sikh community, and other

ethnic rninority curnmunities living in Canada, is going to require not only a social and
culturai, but also a structural shift. It is going to require a rnainstream set of structural
arrangements, which ailow for plurality.

Culturally responsive health services should include acceptance of the collective
and

individual

understanding

of

health

care,

and

equal

access

to

complementary/p~uralisticand biomedical health care not only for minorities but for

mainstream individuals, families and communities who are also finding that the stresses
of life in contemporary Canada cannot always be most beneficially addressed by
biomedical approaches. in a truly multiculturaVpluralisticsociety al1 members would be
able to select from a range of approaches enriched by a variety of cultural meaning
systems about what is necessary for individual and communal health and wellness.
Removal of structural barriers to employment and racism in the society at large would
ais0 lead to a less fiaught process of settlement. Mainstream and immigrant serving

agencies need seriously to consider how they can become involved in preventative care
by disrnantling the racism and structurai barriers that contribute to stress.
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Family Class or Family : One of three classes of admissible immigrants under the 1976
immigration Act, formed of close relatives of a sponsor in Canada. Includes the
sponsor's spouse, unrnanied children under age 2 1, parents and grandparents.
Mainstream: It refers to individuals, comrnunities or institutions, which are similar to
the EnglishRrench Canadian culturally and ethnically. A term, which defines Canada's
image of a multiculturai society where al1 cultures, have qua1 status and none more
power than others.
Multiculturalism: The officia1 ideology of cultural pluralism, where al1 cultures have
equal status and ment in Canadian society, and none have more power than another.
Multiculturalism policies promote integration, not assimilation, of minonty group into
society.
Stress: Resulting fiom a situation or experience which ovenvhelms the individual's
typical ways of coping and which usually resuIts in a reaction, physical or psychological,
or both.
Ayurvedic medicine: the indigenous component of the professional sector in South
Asian medicine. It is the science of long life, a formal paradigrn based on principles of
five basic elements of the universe (wind, water, earth, and fire), three humors and seven
physical components of the body. Health is maintained when the three humors of body,
wind (vata), bile (pifta), and phlegrn (kapha), are in harmonic balance. When the five
basic universal elements contained in food are processed in the body, they are
transformed into seven cornponents: food juice, blood, flesh, fat, bone marrow, semen
(Obeyesekere, 1982).

Glossary of Puojabi Words
di1ghirda hai: the heart is sinking or falling
dimaag: brain
sukia sukinee: promises made to God for blessing and completion of promises when
blessing has occurred.
Babaji: perceived person of spiritual healing powers.
Sants: spirituayholy person
Phaat: continuous Sikh religious prayer or reading h m the holy book (could be three
days or shorter)
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Kismet: destiny, fate

Mere K m m : my deshy, fate
Gumanth Shab: Sikh holy book
Junam Pohhra: scriptures relating to birth date and tirne

APPENDM 1
Profiie of the Current South Adan Population in Canada
According to1996 Canadian census, there were 353,515 South Asian immigrants in
Canada. From the period 1991to 1996, 140,055 South Asian immigrants arrived in Canada,
40% of the total immigrant South Asian population. Table-1 illustrates the growth of the
South Asian population fiom 1961 to 1996.

South Asian population by birth and perd ld of imm :ration, 1996 Canada Censais

Place of birth

Total
Immigrant
Population

Before
1961

19601970

Southern Asia
3533 15

4,565
1.3%

Period of Immigration

Ceographic concentrations in Canada
The South Asian population is concentrated in three Canadian provinces: Ontario,
British Columbia and Alberta (White & Nanda, 1989). In 1996, 90% of al1 South Asians
lived in Ontario (58%), British Columbia (24%), and Alberta (8%). Table-2 composes a
19% provincial distribution of the South Asian population in Canada.

Provincial Distribution of South Asian Population 1996

I

Canada ] Alberta
Total South Asian
Population

590,145

Percentage of Total
Population

46,5 15

8%

[

British Columbia

1

Ontario

141,750

342,375

24%

58%

The South Asian Population in British Columbia
In 1996, British Columbia had the second largest immigrant population afler Ontario.
The ethnic composition of the South Asian foreign-born population in British Columbia has
changed since 1986. The proportion of South Asian immigrant population increased from 8
percent of the immigrant population in 1986 to 10 percent in 1996. The two charts below
(Figures 1 and Figures 2) illustrate the change in British Co South Asian population the tenyear period of 1986 to 1996.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Migration to Large Urban Centres
Overall, immigrants accounted for over 24% of British Columbia's total population
in 1996, compared with 22% in 1991. Seven of every ten immigrants in British Columbia
lived in the census metropolitan area of Vancouver, compared with four in ten of the
province's Canadian-bom population. The settlement patterns of these immigrants upon
arriva1 to Canada display that immigrants, particularly recent arrivais, are more likely than
people boni in Canada, to live in large urban centres.

Tbe Soutb Asian Population in the Greater Vancouver Regional District
About 88% of the recent immigrants to British Columbia chose to live in the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD). The GVRD consists of fourteen cities. The largest
are Vancouver, Richmond, Burnaby, and Surrey. Immigrants accounted for over a third
(35%) of Greater Vancouver Regional District's population in 1996, making it the census

metropolitan area with the second largest immigrant population in Canada. The GVRD
atlracted 18% of al1 recent immigrants to Canada, three times higher than its
share of Canada's total immigrant population (6%) as reported in 1996 census.
From 1991 to 1996, Vancouver took in the largest number of recent immigrants, followed by

Richmond, Burnaby, and Surrey (Figure3).

Figure 3

Percentage of Recent Immigrants Moving into Each
City: 1991-1996
Othe? Ciîies

Bumaby
14%

Richmond
16%

The Majority of immigrants from India (56%) settled in Surrey, while 19% chose
Vancouver (City of Surrey, Planning & Deveiopment Department). A change in the Greater
Vancouver Regional District of South Asian foreign-bom papulation from 8 percent in 1986
to 11 percent in 1996. Figure 4 and 5 below illustrate the change in South Asian population
the Greater Vancouver Regional District h m 1986 to 1996.

Figure 4

Figure 5

1996 Foreign-born Population
S.As ian

The South Asian Population ia Surrey
In the Greater Vancouver Regional District, the City of Surrey in 1996 had a foreign-bom
population of 89,975 second only to Vancouver with 228,230. For the City of Surrey,
immigration was a major part of population growth between 1991 and 1996. Dunng this
period, there wece 24,230 new residents to Surrey h m another country, accounting for about
41% of Surrey's total population growth. The majonty, 37% came fiom India, with 10%
fiom Taiwan, 7% h m Fiji, and 4% each fiom South Korea and China (figure 6).

Figure 6

1op Countries of Origln for New Residents

Taiwan
10%

Phillippines
6%

Fiji
4%

4%

The ethnic composition of the foreign-bom population in Surrey changed significantly
between 1986 and 1996. The proportion of the foreign-bom population of South Asian
ethnic origin increased tiom 14 percent in 1986 to 33 percent in 1996. Figure 7 and 8 below
illustrate the shifl in the South Asian population in this ten-year period.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Immigration by Language: Canada
The changing sources of immigration have also infiuenced the presence of languages other

than Canada's official languages (English or French), and reflect the ethnic and linguistic
diversity that characterises the nation. Almost 80% of the 1,039,000 immigrants who came
to Canada between 1991 and 1996 reported a nonsfficial language as mother tongue in the
1996 Census. Mother tongue is the first language leamed at home in childhood and still
understood by the individual. AAer Chinese, Punjabi, Arabic and Tagalog were the three
other non-official language groups, which had the stmngest growth between 1991 and 1996.

The non-official mother tongues (table-3) below exhibits, Punjabi is the third most tiequent
non-official mother tongue in Canada.
Table3

Non-Official Mother Tongues in 1996
Home Lanmage
Chinese
Iialian
Punjabi
Spanish
Portuguese
Polish
Gennan
Arabic
Tagalog (Filipino)
Vietnamese

Number
630,520
258,050
182,895
173,040
142,975
137,330
134,615
118,605
111,865
102,905

Aboriginal Languages

146,120

0.5

The Indo-Punjabi Population in Canada

In Canada 154,485 report Punjabi as a mother tongue. British Columbia has the largest
Punjabi speaking population in Canada, 48% of the Punjabi speaking community of the
country overall. Ontario has the second largest, followed next by Alberta. What is
significant for this present research that while, Ontario has larger South Asian population
than BC, the number of South Asians who speak hnjabi is larger in British Columbia. The
provincial distribution of South Asian languages (table-3) provides an o v e ~ e wof the
provincial distribution of Punjabi speakers.

Table4

Provincial Distribution of South Asian Laaguages
Canada

Alberta

British Columbia

Ontano

154,485

12,325

74,O 15

58,570

Punjabi

Percentage of
Population

The Indo-Punjabi Population in British Columbia
In British Columbia the most common South Asian languages are Punjabi, Hindi, Gujarati

and Urdu. Census data fiom 1996 indicates, 74,015 individuals are Punjabi speaking (85%),
8,995 are Hindi speaking (IO%), and 2,940 are Gujarati speaking (3%) and 1,555 are Urdu
speaking (2%). Table4 provides a cornparison of the four most comrnon South Asian
languages in British Columbia.

Punjabi in Cornparison to other South Adan Languages in British Columbia
Total
South Asian Languages

Punjabi

87,505

I

74,015

Percentage of South Asian
Population Speaking
Language

I

85%

Hindi

Gujarati

2,940

3%

Urdu

The Indo-Punjabi Population in the Greater Vancouver Regional District
The changes in immigrant population both in Canada and British Columbia over the past five
years has also greatly increased the language diversity of al1 GVRD cities. Overall, 34% of
the people in the GVRD had non-official language as their mother tongue, with 30% of the
residents the city of Surrey have a non-official language as their mother tongue.

The Indo-Punjabi Population in the Surrey
In the City of Surrey, Punjabi has the largest number of nonsfficial language speakers. Of

the recently arrived (O to 5 years in Canada as of 1996) foreign-born population without
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English language ability, 59 percent had the mother tongue of hinjabi. Table-5 illustrates
the foreign bom population without English language ability; Punjabi speakers are the largest
numbers.

M o t h r r T o n a u r : F o r r i a n - b o r n P o ~ u l r i t o nw i t h o u t
Enaiish L r n a u r a r A b i l i t l

Mother Tongue

City of Surrey, Planning & Development Department

APPENDIX II

INTERVLEW QUESTIONS (service providers)
1. What is king welühealthy mean to your clients? (elabotation of physical, mental)

2. Do you see the process of immigration influencing clients' mentaVphysical health?
3. What are some of the common mental health issues your clients identitjr?

4. What kind of tbings do you see clients doing to keep emotionally weWhealthy?
S. What kind of things do they do to prevent emotional illness?

6. Who would they go to find out more about ways to stay emotionally healthy?
7. %me people in the culhire Wear religious thread because they believe that it will prevent

illness or heal hem, do p u see these similar types of beliefs or practices?
8. How is kanna or fate seen in relation to mental health?

9. When clients require help with mental illness, where do they get this information?

10. What problems (if any) do you see when they try to use this information or advice'?
11. Where do clients go when they have questions or concems of mental health issues?

Family, relative, or close îiiend? South Asian healet? Religious leader or place of
worships.. .a western doctor, or mental health centre?

12. What difficulties have been seen in gening them information they need h m : -fàmiIy,
relative, or close Wend? South Asian healer? Religious leader or place of worship? A
western dwtor or mental health centre?
13. How do you see them geîting over these barriers?

APPENDLX UI
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (community memkrs)

1. What does being wellhealthy mean to you? (could elaboration of physically, mentally)

2. Before irnmigrating to Canada do you recall yourself having not being welühealthy?
(probe for mental health)
3. Mer you immigrated, what kind of mental health changes did you see in yourself?
4. What kinds of things did you do to keep emotionally wellhealthy?
As culturally appropriate - could ask:
(Example) Some people in our culture Wear a religious thread because ihey believe
that it will prevent illness or heal them, do youlyour family have similar beliefs or
practices?
5. What kinds of things did or do you do to prevent emotional illness?
As culturally appropriate - could ask:
Some people in our culture drink holy water because they believe it will heal them, do
you have similar beliefs?
8. How do you see karma or fate in relation to mental health?
9. Who have you gone to find out more about ways to stay emotionally health?
Family, /relatives/close friends?
South Asian healer?
Religious leader or place of worship?
Western doctor or Mental Health centre?
10. If you have questions or concerns about mental health issues where would you go to:
Family, /relatives/close fiiends?
South Asian healer?
Religious leader or place of worship?
Western doctor or Mental Health centre?
11. What difficulties have you had in getting the information you need fiom?
Family, relatives, or close Eends?
South Asian healer?
Religious leader or place of worship?
Western doctor or Mental Health centre?
12. What are some difficulties you have experienced in getting the mental health care you
desire or need?
13. How do you see yourself getting over these bamiers?

Summary of Demographic Information (community memben)

The following is a sumrnary of the demographic information of the twenty Punjabi Sikh
community members interviewed:

Male:
Female:

8
12

Ag e:

range of ages varied between 18 to 62

2 - Grade School
7 - High School
9 - College (most in the process completely BA)
2 - University (MA)

Level of Education Completed:

-

Current Employment Status: 14 fiill-time students
5 - full-time student, working part-time

Marital Status:

12 - Married
8- never been married

# of years in Canada: range varied between 1 month to 3 years

Country of Origin:

al1 20 were h m Punjab, India

Coming from living in:

Urban settings: 1
Rural settings: 19

Immigration type:

Al120 came to Canada through family sponsomhip

